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I would like to wish all of our staff, Governors,
and the many patients and members of the local
community who we serve, a happy New Year.
2018 has been a year of great progress at KGH and as
you read this edition of our magazine you will see many
examples of this.
I want to start by mentioning some of the investments we
have made in making your hospital a better place for both
patients and staff.
We have invested £2.6m in the extension of our endoscopy
and sterile services departments (p4-5), opened a £600,000
new simulation suite (p3), completed a £5.5m refurbishment
of our six main operating theatres (p6) and spent £2.4m in
improving A&E, dermatology and fracture clinic (p8-9).
In addition to these areas we have also been looking at
some of the more general infrastructure at the hospital – so
you will see areas with redecorated corridors and new
bathrooms etc.
That’s one obvious sign of the progress we have made.
Another one is the amazing contribution and commitment
our staff and partners have made to improving the patient
experience
Examples of this also abound. Look at all the schemes
that came out the Dragon’s Den event (p20-21), our new
Bereavement Garden (p13) and our exciting new venture
with Age UK Northamptonshire (p10).
Or what about the many examples of dedication to duty
found within our Employee Excellence Awards (p15-19).
We have also committed to tailoring our services to meet
your needs. One way we are doing this is through new
technology.
Read about our Patient Feedback Centre Pedestals - which
we have installed in our main reception areas - that can
capture your comments electronically and help us to make
further improvements (p14).
Our staff’s commitments to improving your experience
have also been recognised externally.
Community midwife Serena Smith was shortlisted for a
national NHS Hero Award by The Sun newspaper and won
her way into the final – against some very stiff opposition
from across the country (p7).
And our Special Care Baby Unit won a Cavell Star Award
for its amazing teamwork and dedication to the families it

serves (p24).
These are some of the obvious ways that the Trust has
made progress and demonstrated its commitment to our
patients and their families.
Behind the scenes though the hospital has been
making progress in a number of other less obvious – but
equally important areas.
As we think ahead to 2019, we know more challenges
await. I’ll highlight three here:
First, we know that during the first part of this year, we
will be re-inspected by one of our regulators, the Care
Quality Commission (CQC).
This is an important moment in our ongoing journey to
improve the quality of care we provide to patients and
I welcome the opportunity to demonstrate the progress
we’ve made.
Both the CQC and staff in the hospital want the same
thing: To make sure that the care provided to patients is
the best it can be and we should approach the inspection
with that thought in mind.
Secondly, we will continue to develop our partnership
work with colleagues in Northampton General Hospital.
As hospitals we face many of the same challenges –
workforce, our estate, rising demand – and by working
more together, I see a real opportunity to strengthen the
acute services that we provide to our local population.
Thirdly, by the time you read this, it is likely that
the new long-term plan for the NHS will have been
published.
This will set the course for the NHS for the next ten
years and as such, it will be a really important document
for us all. We do know that working in partnership
across Northamptonshire will be a challenge the plan
asks us to meet.
It is increasingly true that we cannot do what we do
without the work of our partners in local government,
social care, primary care and the third sector. I expect to
see this work to develop during 2019 and beyond.
These are big challenges to be sure. But they are also
opportunities that we in the KGH community must take.
And I am confident, that with the quality of staff that we
have and the ideas that we can contribute, that we are
well placed to meet them.
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Community Midwife Serena Smith
was a runner up in a national NHS
Hero Award – see p7.

The Rev Richard Coles opened our
new endoscopy and sterile services
expansion – see p4-5

KGH is at the forefront of new
technology – read about our amazing
new technique for unblocking calcified
heart arteries – p11.
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KGH has completed a £600,000 new
state-of-the-art simulation training suite
for its doctors and nurses.
The new High Fidelity Simulation Suite
has realistic full-sized patient manikins –
worth more than £50,000 each - which are
computerised and can be programmed to
simulate real medical emergencies.
The suite provides opportunities for staff
to practice life-saving interventions and learn
how to deal with a wide variety of surgical and
medical problems.
The new suite has been built adjacent to
the Trust’s Postgraduate Education Centre and
opened for the first time on December 12.
KGH’s Director of Medical Education, Dr
Syed Fayyaz Hussain, said: “This is a very
exciting opportunity for us to provide the very
latest in simulation technology for our medical
students, doctors, nurses, other healthcare
professionals and indeed all hospital staff.
“We already have a Clinical Skills Lab and
Dental Skills Lab which have been heavily used
for many years but they are less high tech and
there is a limit to the sort of training we can
do in them`.
“New technologies are now available
and the new suite means we can take full
advantage of them. It will also increase our
training capacity.
“It is known as a high fidelity suite
which means it has full size computerised
manikins which can be used by teams of
staff to tackle simulated emergencies such
as heart attacks, sepsis or other acute clinical
conditions.”

Staff, patient and education representatives at our Simulation Suite opening

Control room with one-way Practicing realistically for
glass allows tutors to watch emergencies improves
staff at work
patient safety
A high-tech control room is part of the
new High Fidelity Simulation Suite.
Medical Education Manager Becky Dioh
said: “Staff involved in a simulated emergency
will be observed by their tutors who are in
an adjacent control room which has one-way
glass.
“This means we can study exactly how the
team treat the patient and what they say and
do. This enables us to provide individuals with
invaluable feedback on their performance.
“It is not just about the mechanics of doing
things. In many ways the manikins are treated
like real-life patients so we are looking at how
staff explain and communicate with them,
respect their privacy and dignity and work as
a team.”
We have a simulated man, woman, child and
two babies which enables us to recreate just
about any medical or maternity emergency.
The manikins can be programmed to talk,
make noises, they breath, their vital signs can
be altered, and they are dressed as patients
and have a hospital bed with all the relevant
surrounding equipment. The simulated woman
manikin can give birth to the simulated baby
manikin – which cries very realistically.

The new simulation suite will help improve
patient safety by ensuring that KGH staff
have realistic and memorable training in a
wide range of important skills.
KGH’s Medical Director, Prof Andrew Chilton,
said: “By providing very realistic scenarios we
can enable medical students, doctors in training,
nurses and other health professionals, the
opportunities to practice working in difficult
situations completely safely.
“This is very important. It will mean when
doctors and nurses are faced with real situations
for the first time they will already have experience
of dealing with those scenarios as a simulation
and know exactly what must be done and what is
expected from them as part of a team.
“It will improve our staff training and improve
patient safety.”
Work began on the Simulation Suite in
April 2018 with the finishing touches to the
development completed in November. It has been
developed in collaboration with Health Education
England and Leicester Medical School.
On December 12 the Trust held formal
ceremonies – including a ribbon cutting - and
simulations for any staff who were interested in
seeing the amazing new facilities.
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The Rev Richard Coles opens KGH’s new endoscopy and sterile services expansion
KGH’s £2.6m new endoscopy and sterile
services extension was officially opened
by TV and radio celebrity the Rev
Richard Coles on October 23.
The Rev Coles, current vicar of Finedon, is
well known nationally for being part of the
hit band the Communards in the 1980s, for
starring on the BBC’s Strictly Come Dancing
show last year and for his regular TV and radio
broadcasting work.
He is also a Chancellor of the University
of Northampton and a great supporter of
education.
Building work started on the expansion
of the hospital’s endoscopy department
and associated sterile services department
extension in January 2017 following on from
detailed planning work which lasted several
years.
It has involved
building a new
Decontamination
The Rev Coles, current vicar of
Unit – adjacent
to the existing
Finedon, is well known nationally
The Rev Richard Coles and Dr Andy Dixon cut a celebratory
Sterile Services
cake to mark the opening of the new extension and a
for being part of the hit band the
number of anniversaries.
Unit near
Communards in the 1980s...”
Rothwell Road
At the official opening the Rev Coles
– to enable the
described his own positive experience as a
equipment used in
patient at KGH and stressed how important it
screening to be decontaminated.
The Rev Richard Coles view
is for people to take up the offer of screening
It has also involved a major refurbishment of
to head off cancer and prevent suffering for
on the importance of our
the endoscopy department including adding a
patients and their families.
new procedures room – increasing the number
work
He said: “I was delighted to be able to
of endoscopy procedures rooms at KGH from
open this new extension and to highlight the
The
Rev
Richard
Coles
said
it
was
four to five.
importance of this screening programme.
an honour to have been invited to
Having the fifth endoscopy room was
“I am a great advocate of this kind of
cut
the
ribbon
and
officially
open
needed to enable KGH to take on significantly
screening. It’s really a no brainer. A few minutes
KGH’s
endoscopy
and
sterile
services
more bowel screening work to enable us to
of testing could prevent a whole world of grief
expansion.
provide the bowel scope screening programme
and pain for you and your family.
While
he
is
a
well-known
TV
and
radio
one-off test for 55-year-olds and prepare for
“I am also a great believer in community
celebrity
less
well
known
is
that
he
was
a
the introduction of Faecal Immunochemical
education and the importance of taking the
patient
at
KGH’s
endoscopy
unit
last
year
when
Test (FIT) which will highlight individuals who
time to understand how to best care for
he took up the opportunity to have the oneneed a bowel scope test.
yourself – an example of which would be
off
bowel
scope
screening
test
offered
to
all
Consultant gastroenterologist, and bowel
taking part in this kind of health screening
55-year-olds
locally.
screening lead clinician, Dr Andy Dixon, said:
“The expansion of the endoscopy department
and sterile services together give the hospital
significant extra capacity to carry out more
screening work.
“It is great news for local people because it
means we can provide bowel scope screening
for the whole of Northamptonshire when
people reach their 55th birthday.
“We were delighted that the new extension
was been opened by one of our own bowel
scope screening patients – the Rev Richard
Staff nurse Rhiannon Smith being filmed by BBC
KGH Medical Director Dr Andrew Chilton and Dr
Coles – and we want to thank him very much
Look East reporter Stuart Ratcliffe and Anglia News
Andy Dixon give the Rev Richard Coles a tour of
for coming along and supporting us.”
cameraman Jonathan Stevens on the opening day.
the new sterile services extension.

“
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screening laboratory.
If there is an indication of blood in the
stool people are invited to KGH (or to another
hospital local to them) to speak to a Specialist
Screening Nurse (SSP) to discuss having a
further investigation called a colonoscopy
This involves using a thin flexible tube called
an endoscope, which has a camera capacity, to
examine their bowel.
Taking part in bowel cancer screening
The celebratory cake representing 120 years of KGH,
70 years of the NHS, 25 years of endoscopy at KGH reduces your chances of dying from bowel
cancer, by removing polyps or detecting bowel
and 10 years of bowel cancer screening here.
cancer early
However, all screening involves a balance
programme.
of potential harms, as well as benefits, and
“My first funeral as a Vicar involved
patients are given information so they can
supporting a family where a family member
decide if they want to have it.
died of bowel cancer and it was a situation
where perhaps health services could have been
accessed earlier.
What does bowel scope
“That is why it is so important to have these
screening involve?
screening tests and to detect any issues early
where they can often be successfully treated.
THERE is also now another one-off test
“I wish the team all the best for the future in
for people when they reach the age of
their very valuable – and potentially lifesaving
55 called bowel scope screening.
- work.”
This is an early opportunity – before
the main national bowel cancer screening
Tour of our new facility
programme commences for those aged 64-74
– to prevent bowel cancer.
The Rev Coles was given a tour of our
• Bowel scope screening uses a thin, flexible
new facility by KGH Bowel Screening
tube with a tiny camera on the end to look
Lead Clinician, Dr Andy Dixon, Medical
at the large bowel.
Director, Prof Andrew Chilton, and Lead
• It can find and remove small growths
Nurse and Endoscopy Manager, Tina
called polyps from the bowel. Polyps don’t
Brooks.
usually cause symptoms, but some might
turn into cancer if they’re not removed.
They visited the 5th endoscopy room – where
• The technical term for bowel scope
additional screening work will be carried out
screening is flexible sigmoidoscopy
– the refurbished recovery area, and the new
screening (sometimes called “flexi-sig”).
extension to the sterile services department.
• Bowel scope screening is done by a
This involved looking at the huge new
specially trained nurse or doctor at an NHS
‘washing machines’ that decontaminate
bowel cancer screening centre. They look at
endoscopes to an incredibly high level.
the lower part of your large bowel, because
This area is divided into two rooms – a prethat’s where most polyps are found.
decontamination side and a clean side.
• If they find any polyps, they usually remove
They also showed him the amazing amount
them straight away. This is usually done
of plant and machinery these machines need
using a tiny wire loop passed through the
tube.
in the floor above to ensure that water and air
purities are maintained to the highest levels.

What is bowel screening?
ALL men and women aged 60-74
are invited to carry out a bowel
screening test.
Every two years they’re sent a home test kit,
which is used to collect a stool sample.
People who receive their screening test kit by
post then return it with small samples of their
stool in a special sealed envelope to a regional

provide a new – and less intrusive way of
testing for the early indicators of bowel cancer.
The new FIT (Faecal Immunochemical Test) is
so sensitive it is likely to reduce – or eliminate
- the need for some bowel scope screening.
Alongside our new expansion it will mean
KGH can see the right patients quickly and
reduce the risk of people going on to get
cancer.
The test uses antibodies that specifically
recognise human haemoglobin (Hb) and
is being introduced in England in 2018 to
replace the guaiac faecal occult blood test
(gFOBT).
It is used to detect, and can quantify, the
amount of human blood in a single stool
sample.
An abnormal result suggests that there may
be bleeding within the gastrointestinal tract
that requires further investigation.
Those with an abnormal result are then
invited for further testing via a colonoscopy.
FIT is specific to human haemoglobin, which
is a significant advantage over gFOBt.
It means that a FIT result is not influenced
by the presence of other blood in stools, such
as that ingested through diet. The guaiac test
is not specific to human blood – it detects
the haem element of haemoglobin, which is
common to all blood sources.

KGH’s Clinical Director for Bowel Cancer Screening
and Consultant Gastroenterologist Dr Andrew
Dixon in the hospital’s 5th Endoscopy Room.

New supersensitive test
could reduce the need for
bowel scoping in some
patients

WHILE the expansion of KGH’s facilities
are enabling us to offer extended
bowel scope screening for 55-year-olds
technology marches.
A new feacal test now exists which will

Inside the new sterile services extension which
will provide additional facilities to clean the
endoscopes used in the screening programme.
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Our operating theatres get £5.5m boost
KGH has completed a £5.5million
refurbishment of its six main operating
theatres.
The investment has ensured the operating
theatres – located on the first floor of the main
ward block – have the very highest standards
of technology and safety.
The work has taken two
years to complete and
has been carried out
on a theatre-by-theatre
The investment has ensured the
basis – with the final
trauma theatre being
operating theatres have the very highest
completed at the end of
standards of technology and safety.”
Some of Kettering General Hospital’s main theatre team in a
August.
newly refurbished operating theatre before it was opened.
The hospital has
worked around the temporary
closure of individual operating theatres and
Theatres now at a very high facilities – as an orthopaedic consultant
surgeon I am especially pleased with the
has continued to provide all urgent and the
standard
three laminar flow theatres which provide
majority of routine operations as planned.
an ultra-clean environment suitable for joint
THREE of the refurbished theatres are
However having all six theatres running at
replacement operations where minimising the
what are called laminar flow which
full capacity should help the hospital to better
risk of infection is very important.”
means they use ultra clean highly
cope with its workload and in the long term
Laminar flow is a term used to describe a
filtered air to reduce the risk of infection
reduce waiting times for planned surgery.
process where ultra clean filtered air is pushed
– especially important in orthopaedic
down over an operating area from above
operations.
Completion marks
creating a sterile air zone around the patient.
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon, Mr
achievement for staff
They are important for some types of surgery
Srinivasen Shyamsundar, said: “This is a
- such as orthopaedic work - where artificial
fantastic
development
which
will
help
to
HUGE amounts of work have been
joints are being introduced into the body
provide
us
with
the
best,
and
safest,
operating
involved in the theatres refurbishment
which need to be absolutely free of bacteria to
theatres.
programme.
prevent infection.
“We
are
all
very
pleased
with
the
new
Deputy Divisional Director of Surgery, Kate

“

Vanham, said: “For our theatre and estates
teams this is a major achievement – and one
we have been supporting and working towards
for quite a long time.
“NHS hospitals have very high standards
of safety for operating theatres and the
technology and ventilation systems that reduce
the risk of infection in theatres are improving
all the time.
“The refurbishment means we now have
some of the most modern systems available
to help our teams work safely and effectively
to provide the operations and procedures that
people need to maintain their health.”
Consultant Anaesthetist and Clinical Lead
for Anaesthetics, Dr Phil Watt, said “This has
been a huge undertaking, working to refurbish
old estate to modern standards with all the
attendant problems that brings, while ensuring
we continued to deliver the service to our
patients with minimal disruption.
“The end result is a very significant
improvement in terms of both the look and
feel of the environment, and the quality of the
ventilation and clean air systems and should
ensure we are now well placed to deliver a
reliable and safe service for years to come.”
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Join Jim as one of our volunteers
IF you’re out and about on one of KGH’s
corridors there’s a good chance you’ll
see volunteer Jim Williamson with his
trusty trolley doing the rounds.
Jim, 74, a retired commercial manager from
Raunds, is a member of the Royal Voluntary
Service (RVS) giving up some of his spare time
to provide a mobile shop to patients and staff
on KGH’s wards.
Jim’s motivation to volunteer came from a
wish to give something back to the hospital.
He said: “Having been a patient here
myself, requiring an emergency procedure,
volunteering makes me feel that I can
contribute in some way in return for all the
care that I received.
“We are always on the lookout for new
volunteers who, by giving up just a few spare
hours a week, can help the hospital and the
community.”
For more information about volunteering
for RVS at KGH contact retail support
manager Carol Seymour on 07585-402518

or email carol.seymour@royalvoluntaryservice.
org.uk or visit the website www.
royalvoluntaryservice.org.uk
Volunteering opportunities are also available
within KGH including roles as nutritional
support, patient be-frienders, meet and greeters,
admin, clerical and fundraising.
If you are interested in other volunteer
opportunities within KGH contact us direct by
emailing volunteering@kgh.nhs.uk .

RVS volunteer Jim Williamson on one of his ward
rounds

Our midwife is
a national hero

A COMMUNITY midwife from KGH was
shortlisted for a national NHS hero award
for the amazing support she has provided
for a local family.
Serena Smith, 38, from Wellingborough, was
nominated in the Best Midwife category of The
Sun newspaper’s Who Cares Wins Award.
The Award was launched in July to recognise
the work done – day-in and day-out – by NHS
staff across the country in the service’s 70th
anniversary year.
Serena was nominated for the outstanding
care she delivered to a local mum, Kelly Taylor,
and her new born son, Jasper, two years ago.
She was shortlisted down to the national top
three for the award – in a category which had
thousands of entries.

Kettering General Hospital Community Midwife Serena Smith with Kelly Taylor and
her two-year-old son Jasper.

and I was reassured. After his birth I also had
some questions and she was always there for
me – and even came to see me in her own
Support for mum was
time.
amazing
“On one occasion I was having a
breakdown over breastfeeding my son, and if
THE MUM supported by Serena has
she hadn’t come over - off duty and after she
described how she went above and
had discharged me - then I don’t know what
beyond the call of duty to help her.
would have happened that day. It was scary.
Kelly Taylor, 36, from Wellingborough, said:
She took the time to check up on me in the
“Right from our first appointment I knew that
following days too.
I was confident, comfortable and relaxed with
“She really did demonstrate a commitment
Serena as my community midwife. That was so
important because I was a first time mum and I and dedication over an extended period of
time and I know she does it for a whole load
needed quite a bit of reassurance.
“She was very open and honest and obviously of her ladies too. She was a tremendous
knew her stuff. She enabled me to choose where support to me and my family. She just went so
far above and beyond what you would have
I gave birth and when I had a concern close to
Jasper’s birth she arranged for an additional scan expected of a community midwife.”

Training potential lifesavers on Restart a
Heart Day
On October 16 KGH staff members
celebrated Restart a Heart Day along
with people across the world.
Restart a Heart Day is a yearly day of
action with the aim to teach vital life-saving
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) skills to
as many people as possible.
To celebrate this day the Resuscitation
Department planned an event with support
from the Cardiac Rehab team.
At the event, in the Foundation Wing Atrium,
the team taught members of the public how
to save a life if they find someone unconscious
and not breathing.
Staff around the Trust also got quite
competitive practicing their CPR skills using
the manikins.
This year Restart a Heart Day aimed to

KGH staff members gather on Restart a Heart Day

train 200,000 people worldwide in basic life
support.
Our staff taught around 50 people about
CPR, enabling a new group of people to
become potential lifesavers.

Serena joined midwifery
after raising her own
children
Serena Smith, herself a mother-of-three,
came to midwifery later than most
qualifying four years ago and working as
a community midwife at KGH for the last
three years.
She said: “I had worked in many different jobs
while raising my three children Kaci, 18, Alysha,
17, and Landen, 10, with my husband Anthony.
“But I had always wanted to be a midwife
and I thought ‘life’s too short’ - so I started
again as a student with the University of
Bedford and did my training at Luton and
Dunstable.
“It just clicked for me. To me it is almost not
like work. I go out and see my patients and have
a good chat and help steer them through a very
special moment in their life.
“I knew I was quite an empathetic person
and I thought ‘the rest I can learn’ - and I have.”
Community midwives are assigned to support
mums-to-be and their families throughout
pregnancy and for up to 28 days afterwards.
Serena said: “I think Kelly nominated me
because I went a bit above and beyond the
normal care. We spoke whenever she needed to
and I was able to support her quite closely until
she had established breast feeding.”
KGH’s Lead Midwife, Polly Leigh, said: “We
are thrilled that Serena was nominated for
the Who Care Wins Awards and even more
delighted that she made it through to the last
three in her category.
“Serena is a very committed and caring
individual who works as a valued member
of the community team. She is a credit to
the profession and demonstrates all of the
Trust’s CARE values of being compassionate,
accountable, respectful and engaging.”
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Plans to expand A&E to improve patient care

Dermatology has great new off-site location

In November KGH launched a
£2.4m refurbishment and relocation
programme to improve care for A&E
patients.
The aim is to expand the size of the
department within the hospital’s current
footprint to help it better care for the needs
of the circa 280 A&E patients it sees each
day – of which 80-100 need to be admitted to
hospital for further treatment or investigation.
Despite two smaller scale expansions over
the last two years and a longer term plan to
build an Urgent Care Hub on the KGH site the
hospital is still – in the short term – providing
significant amounts of emergency care in an
area which is too small for the demand.
Over the last 20 years the number of
patients being seen in A&E each year has more
than doubled to 93,000.
KGH’s Chief Operating Officer, Joanna
Fawcus, said: “Despite the work we have done
over the last two years to expand our A&E
department it is clear more needs to be done
to improve the facilities we have for urgent
care patients.
“In the long term we hope our bid to
develop a multi-million pound Urgent Care
Hub will be successful so that we can future
proof the service and meet the needs of our
patients.
“In the short term we are looking at every
possible way we can improve the existing
department.”

KGH’s Dermatology Department opened
for business in its new and improved offsite location on November 26.
The department has moved from its location
on the main hospital site to Prospect House
in Lower Street, Kettering - where it will share
premises with Eskdaill and Weavers medical
centres and Rolands Pharmacy.
The move is part of the hospital’s £2.4m
refurbishment and relocation programme
(see page 8) whereby the hospital’s A&E
department is expanding into the adjoining
Fracture Clinic – with the Fracture Clinic
moving into the area vacated by dermatology
and dermatology moving offsite.
The Jubilee Wing name
is moving with the
department to Prospect
House.
The department has moved from its location

What A&E expansion will
looks like
OTHER KGH departments are moving to
enable the expansion to happen.
KGH’s Head of Nursing for Urgent and
Emergency Care, David Anderson, said:
“Essentially what we are going to do is to
expand A&E into the area currently occupied by
the adjoining Frank Radcliffe Fracture Clinic.
“This will enable us to create a selfcontained area to provide care for the 115

BBC Radio Northampton reporter Martin Borley
interviews Associate Divisional Manager Sarah
Knight about the moves.
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A&E consultant Dr Sareesh Bandapaati, Head of Nursing for Urgent Care, David Anderson and A&E Sister
Sarina Vincitore with plans for the expansion.

‘minors’ patients - patients with minor injuries
and less serious medical problems we see each
day.
“By doing this it will create a better
environment for patients and also help reduce
waits to be seen because we will have more
consulting rooms available.
“Having a separate area for minors patients
we will also free-up more consulting rooms
and clinical space in the main part of the
department to enable us to better care for our
more seriously ill (majors) patients – who often
need to be admitted to hospital to be cared for
by our specialist teams.”

Moves are needed to enable
A&E expansion
TO enable the A&E expansion to happen
KGH is moving two of its departments.
The Frank Radcliffe Fracture Clinic will move
from its current location next to A&E to the
Jubilee Wing area of outpatients - the former
location of the Trust’s dermatology department.
Already (see page 9) the dermatology
department has moved off site to modern and
more spacious facilities at Prospect House in
Lower Street, Kettering - which also houses
the Eskdaill and Weavers medical centres and
Rolands pharmacy. It will continue to be called
Jubilee Wing in its new off-site location.
It had been hoped that the former
dermatology department area in KGH would
have had all the alterations it needed to enable
the Fracture Clinic to move in during December
but unfortunately technical difficulties arose
which delayed the move
So the Frank Radcliffe Fracture Clinic
moved temporarily into the main Outpatients

Department in December to enable A&E to
move to take place in advance of increased
Winter demand for their services.
The Fracture Clinic will move into its
permanent new location in the former
dermatology department in early 2019.

Earlier work in A&E
KGH has carried out work over the last
two years to improve A&E and is bidding
to have a multi-million pound Urgent
Care Hub built on the site.
• In May 2016 the hospital opened a new
13-bay majors extension to the department
using a portable building which was put
into place close to the hospital main
entrance.
• Between April and August 2018 we
carried out a £450,000 refurbishment
and minor expansion of A&E which
involved converting stores and offices into
treatment areas
• This created two new treatment bays, two
new consulting rooms and an improved
paediatric waiting area.
• KGH has submitted an outline business
case for an Urgent Care Hub on the KGH
site which is awaiting approval from
NHS Improvement. The hope would be to
develop and open the hub by 2022.

KGH’s 13-bay Majors Unit opened in 2016 to help
us cope with the rising number of urgent care
cases we see each year.

Team pleased
with new
location

“

on the main hospital site to Prospect House
in Lower Street, Kettering - where it will share
premises with Eskdaill and Weavers medical
centres and Rolands Pharmacy.”

The new location for
KGH’s Dermatology Department has
numerous benefits for both patients and
staff.
Clinical Lead for Dermatology, Dr Olivia
Stevenson, said: “We are very pleased with our
new location.
“We have all of the facilities we had on the
KGH site – often in larger rooms with better
natural light – and we also have an additional
minor operations theatre which will enable us
to more easily quickly address urgent cases,
such as removing skin cancers.
“We also have more space to do staff
training and will be able to progress a
programme we started 18 months ago of
supporting GPs with a specialist interest in
dermatology to do additional training.

“In the long term this will mean greater
expertise in the local community for people
with skin problems.
“We also have some new equipment so our
facilities will be better than ever for patients.”

Meet our dermatology
team
The Dermatology Team actually moved
into their new premises – which are on
the ground floor of Prospect House – on
November 17.
The department has its own reception,
waiting area, administration office,
phototherapy room, clinic rooms and two
minor operations theatres, along with a

The new entrance to Jubilee Wing within Prospect House

L-R Clinical Lead for Dermatology, Dr Olivia
Stevenson, Dermatology Lead Nurse, Amanda
Treadwell, Macmillan Skin Cancer Nurse
Specialist, Fiona Briggs, and Registered Nurse,
Vicky Richardson, in the new premises.

dressing room and kitchen.
The team have three consultants, Dr Olivia
Stevenson, Dr Johan Vorster and Dr Cristina
Bordea.
They are supported by Lead Nurse for
Dermatology, Amanda Treadwell, Macmillan
Skin Cancer Nurse Specialist, Fiona Briggs,
Clinical Nurse Specialist, Clare Beasley,
Surgical Nurse Practitioner, Hazel Hacking,
Dermatology Nurse, Vicky Richardson,
healthcare assistants June Sadler and Lisa
Whittle, Receptionist, Jill Topbass, Secretary,
Helen Lovesey, and Adminstrators Lorraine
Allibone, Lisa Bainbridge and Jo Loveridge.
All patients with appointments in
Dermatology have been – or are being
- written to and told about the new
arrangements and location.

Registered nurse Vicky Richardson with phototherapy booth at the new location
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New support workers help improve care for
older people
A NEW service to improve older
people’s experience of being a patient

at KGH – especially during busy times has just been launched.
The Age UK Northamptonshire Support
Service is a team of paid support workers, and
a co-ordinator, who will be working in the
hospital’s A&E department, main ward blocks
and Discharge Lounge.
The new service is one of the
most comprehensive services
provided by Age UK charities
at a hospital anywhere in the
Our support workers will be able to
country and will complement
the work done by KGH’s own
give patients that extra bit of time and
volunteers.
support that busy clinical staff sometimes
Age UK Northamptonshire Support Worker Beverley
The Age UK
Johnson with patient Carol McAllister from Kettering
cannot
provide
straight
away.”
Northamptonshire team will
support the hospital by helping
patients with a wide variety of
“We are sure the new initiative will provide
non-clinical tasks ranging from getting cups
time with you, provide some reassurance, who
an invaluable additional dimension to the care
of tea, filling in forms, and providing activities
can hold your hand, who can get you a cup of
our staff, and our dedicated volunteers, provide
for dementia patients, to taking people home
tea, can make all the difference.
for our patients.
in Age UK Northamptonshire minibuses and
“Our support workers will be able to give
“It will help us to discharge appropriate
checking they have everything they need.
patients that extra bit of time and support that
patients from A&E, from the wards and support
busy clinical staff sometimes cannot provide
the Discharge Lounge team.
Age UK Northamptonshire
straight away.
“The Support Workers will also help patients
“We can also attend to some practical
living with dementia by doing simple things
Support Workers
matters. For example we can source walking
like doing a jigsaw puzzle with them while
The new Support Workers wear a bright
frames for people with mobility issues and we
ward staff get on with their clinical duties.”
yellow polo neck shirt with the Age
have two adapted mini-buses so that we can
UK Northamptonshire logo and will be
help take people home from hospital and settle Support workers love
on duty at the hospital’s busiest times
them in once they are at home.
seven days a week.
working with our patient
“These sorts of things can help prevent
Age UK Northamptonshire Business
unnecessary admissions to hospital and also
Support Worker Jade White started work
Development Director, Sue Watts, said: “The
help speed up the discharge process for more
at KGH on December 12.
new service will improve the patient experience vulnerable patients.”
She said: “I previously worked as a
at KGH by having specially-trained staff
housekeeper
at KGH and as a domiciliary
available to support the particular needs of
worker
and
this
new role seemed a great
Service will support KGH
older people.
opportunity
to
spend
more time helping
“Coming into hospital can be a traumatic
teams
patients
–
which
is
what
I enjoy the most.
and confusing experience for some older
“Some
of
the
older
people
you meet don’t
By
providing
support
for
patients’
nonpeople.
have
anyone
and
so
they
really
appreciate that
clinical
needs
the
new
workers
will
“Just having someone there who can spend
you have got time to talk to them, to bring
enable KGH staff to spend more time
them a cup of tea, and just be someone who is
supporting their clinical care.
there for them.”
KGH’s Chief Operating Officer, Jo Fawcus,
One of Jade’s patients, Marion Frost, from
said: “We are absolutely delighted to be
Corby, said: “I think this is a great idea. You
involved in this ground-breaking new initiative
see some of the older patients on the ward
with Age UK Northamptonshire.
who get quite lonely if they don’t have a lot of
“The Trust’s Charitable Funds Committee
family.
has invested £65,000 in supporting the launch
“Having someone there to bring them a cup
of this new project which will improve older
of tea and have a chat is just great.”
people’s experience of our services, especially
There are 14 Age UK Northamptonshire
at busy times.
Support
Workers and a Co-ordinator who will
“At
the
end
of
the
six
month
pilot
period
the
Age UK Northamptonshire Support Workers are
be working at the hospital seven days a week.
now helping patients at Kettering General Hospital Trust will then take the project’s funding on.

“
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Ground-breaking new heart procedure at KGH
A NEW procedure to treat calcified heart
arteries using sonic pressure waves has
been performed at Kettering General
Hospital for the first time.
Consultant Interventional Cardiologist,
Dr Prashanth Raju, assisted by Cardiology
Registrar, Dr Abdelmunam Tumy, performed the
Shockwave Coronary Intravascular Lithotripsy
in the Kettering Cardiac Centre on November
16.
This procedure is only performed at a few
major heart hospitals in the UK and worldwide
currently. It was probably the first time the
procedure has been done in the East Midlands.
Dr Raju said: “This is a very exciting new
procedure that will offer a safer alternative
approach in treating calcified heart arteries.
“Previously, in these cases, a drill was
used to clear the calcium deposits – a higher
risk procedure with potential
complications including
perforation of the
The first patient to have the procedure, Jack Hadley, 85,
artery.
shakes hands with Consultant Interventional Cardiologist, Dr
“The new approach
Overall, the procedure is safer, shorter and
Prashanth Raju. He is pictured with his son, Laurence Hadley,
uses a balloon
and members of KGH’s cardiology team.
benefits
patients
by
reducing
symptoms
emitting a small
such as breathlessness and improving
electrical discharge,
which creates sonic
their quality of life.”
was rushed to hospital. This new procedure
pressure waves. These
was discussed with us and we decided to try it.
waves safely clear
“It has worked amazing well and quickly
calcium deposits, making
“This allowed us to prepare the lesion and
cleared
the artery. I couldn’t fault the care that
further treatment with balloons and stents
deploy appropriate sized stent quickly. (Stents
dad
has
received and we want to thank the
easier.
are tiny expandable coil tubes which keep an
team
involved.”
“In our first case, we used two cycles (ten
artery open once expanded)
bursts per cycle) of sonic pressure waves. This
“It yielded a very good result.
took less than 30 seconds in cracking the hard
And so does Rosalie…..
“Overall, the procedure is safer, shorter and
calcium.
benefits patients by reducing symptoms such
81-year-old Rosalie Mallett, from Thrapston,
as breathlessness and improving their quality
was the third person to have the new
of life.”
procedure on December 7. She also took part
in filming with Anglia News.
She said: “It was all done on the same
Family of first patient to
day and then I came home. The team were
benefit from the procedure
absolutely marvellous and I can’t praise them
say thank you
enough. They were so kind and caring – they
all deserve medals.”
85-year-old grandfather Jack Hadley,

“

Before and after – these x-ray images show how
the artery opened up after the procedure

from Wellingborough, was the first
patient to benefit from the procedure.
The father-of-three had a severely calcified
artery which had resulted in a heart attack on
November 8 - followed by an eight day stay in
hospital.
Following tests, on November 16, Mr Hadley
had the new procedure and within half an
hour was recovering in the Cardiac Centre.
Mr Hadley’s son, Laurence, from Stanion,
said: “Tests had showed that dad had one
artery that was blocked and another almost
blocked.
“On November 8 he had a heart attack and

81-year-old Rosalie Mallett being filmed by Anglia
News at her home in Thrapston.
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Kettering & District Lions Club support KGH
bereavement service
A NEW initiative to help women who
have suffered a pregnancy loss has been
supported by Kettering & District Lions
Club with a £600 donation.
KGH maternity midwives Stephanie Fretter
and Carolyn Rowbotham have introduced a
new scheme called “Care Bags”.
It involves providing women who arrive in
hospital – often in A&E – with a bag of special
toiletries as part of the support they receive at
hospital around their miscarriage.
Maternity midwife Stephanie Fretter said:
“We have called the initiative Care Bags
because it is a gesture of kindness to women at
a very distressing period in their life.
“It means they will have a few vital toiletries
– including
maternity towels
– that help
make their stay
We have called the initiative
with us that
L-R Kettering Lions Team Leader, Malcom Harris, and Press Officer, Bec
Care Bags because it is a gesture
much more
Profit, with KGH Bereavement Midwives Carolyn Rowbotham and
comfortable.
Stephanie Fretter.
of kindness to women at a very
“We
distressing period in their life.”
Press Officer Bec Profit said: “We know
mentioned it
how much this new initiative will help support
to Kettering &
local families at a difficult time and we were
values of being Compassionate, Accountable,
District Lions Club what we were planning and
delighted to have been able to support the
Respectful and Engaging and this logo is used
they have very kindly stepped in to be the first
hospital’s bereavement team.”
on the Care Bags.
local organisation to support us, a gesture we
If you would also like to support the ‘Care
Kettering & District Lions Club (part of a
very much appreciate.
Bag’ initiative, please contact Christina Kelly
global network of Lions Clubs) is made up
“By doing so they have helped us to get the
or Maxine Andrews in Fundraising at KGH on
of community minded men and women who
initiative off the ground and paid for the first
01536 491375 or email fundraising@kgh.
donate their time to fundraise and support
100 bags.”
nhs.uk
the local community.
CARE also describes the hospital’s core

“

Donation follows Johnny’s care
THE family of a local man who had
cancer have raised £5,636 for the
Centenary Wing and Lilford Ward in his
memory.
On July 4 Johnny Doran’s family – his wife,
Janis, son, Shay, and daughter Lana - visited the
Centenary Wing and Lilford Ward where they
presented us with the donation.
Johnny battled for 13 years with multiple
myeloma - a form of cancer which affects bone
marrow and plasma cells - he died earlier this
year.
He visited the hospital countless times
for appointments and treatments and was
supported by our staff who got to know him
very well over the years.
Johnny’s wish was to raise as much money as
possible to help others in similar circumstances.
Since his death his family and friends have
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raised this incredible amount for our Centenary
Wing and Lilford Ward where he received most
of his care.
Johnny’s wife Janis said “We want to thank
everyone for kindly donating in memory of
Johnny. To have raised such a fantastic amount
to help others has been amazing.”
KGH Fundraising Officer, Maxine Andrews,
said: “In memory of Johnny, and on behalf of
us all at KGH, we would like to thank his wife
Janis, his son, Shay, his daughter, Lana, and
everyone who donated to our hospital.
“Their kindness will go on to make such an
incredible difference for the patients we care
for.”
If you too would like to support KGH in
memory of Johnny, please visit
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
SomeoneSpecial/JohnnyDoran

We now have a bereavement garden
KGH now has a small bereavement
garden and an improved bereavement
room for parents who have recently lost
their baby – thanks to the support of a
caring local charity.
Northamptonshire SANDS (the Stillborn
and Neonatal Death Charity) has paid for the
improvements which have cost £17,000 and
taken about 10 months to complete.
The hospital’s existing bereavement room in
its Delivery Suite – the Snowdrop Room – has
been refurbished with new curtains, blinds,
crockery, a fold-away chair/bed and a new back
door.
The new back door now accesses a fully
enclosed bereavement garden area which has
been created as a place where families can
spend time to start to come to terms with their
loss. It has a gazebo, flowers, chairs and a table.

Why these facilities are
important
THE new facilities will help families
to start to cope with the tragedy of
losing their baby.
Northants SANDS chair, Maggie Berrow, said:
“Having a place where parents can have some
privacy and be supported after the trauma of a
bereavement is very important.
“They may have come into hospital with the
expectation they were going to have a baby and then need to come to terms with the fact
they will be leaving with empty arms.
“We have supported the hospital in
improving its existing Snowdrop Room to

L-R Northamptonshire SANDs treasurer Viv Jameson, KGH painter and decorator, Willie Adams,
Northamptonshire SANDs chair, Maggie Berrow and bereavement midwife, Stephanie Fretter, in the
bereavement garden.

make it a better environment for families and by
creating a new special space just outside where
they can spend time.”
KGH bereavement midwife, Stephanie Fretter,
said: “Snowdrop Room is place where a mum
who has had a miscarriage, stillbirth, or neonatal
death can go to have some specialist support
and private time with their baby and family.
“SANDS have enabled us to significantly
improve the Snowdrop Room itself and create a
bereavement garden that adjoins with it.
“This is a place where families can go and
spend time and talk with one another and be
with their baby.
“We can’t thank SANDS enough for their
amazing support in bringing these improvements
together.”

And Willie Adams helped
finish off the work
KGH painter and decorator Willie Adams
noticed that the gazebo and its fenced
in area needed painting.
Therefore – in his spare time - he spent
many hours over a two week period dropping
in and doing the work for free.
He said: “I was doing some painting in a
nearby corridor when I saw the improvements
being made and I volunteered to help as it was
obviously such a great thing to support.”
The money for the refurbishment came from
Northamptonshire SANDS ongoing fundraising
programmes within the local community which
are very well supported.

Monika’s dream job as physiotherapist

Pictured are family members Shay Doran, Janis
Doran, and Lana Doran with staff from KGH’s
Centenary Wing

National Allied Health Professionals
(AHP) Day took place on October 15 at
KGH.
AHPs came together to celebrate their
professions and the contribution they make to
delivering high quality health and social care.
Monika Stachowska, who works as a
Physiotherapist at KGH, shared her story.
She said: “When my son started school, I
wanted to return to work. In 2006, I saw a role
as an Occupational Therapy Assistant (OTA) at
KGH.
“I applied and was successful. I liked the
role because I like working with patients and
helping them achieve their goals. The job was
ideal.”
Monika worked as an OTA for over a

decade, learning every aspect of the job. With
support from the Therapies Manager, Monika
successfully passed the Cardio-Respiratory
Masters course at Coventry University and
returned to practice as a physiotherapist.
She said: “I can’t believe my dreams have
come true. Sometimes I have to pinch myself
that I have my dream job.”
Since starting her role, Monika has been
rotated across three departments; Medicine
and Urgent Care, Respiratory and Orthopaedics.
She said: “Being on rotation across the
wards gave me a taster of the different areas
in the hospital. I feel fortunate to be in a place
where I can experience lots of departments
within the hospital. It has given me a feel for
the different kinds of work those areas do.”

KGH Physiotherapist Monika Stachowska
talks about her role on National Allied Health
Professionals Day (October 15).

Monika loves the job she does, and said
the best thing about her role is “Making
a difference to patients. It is moments like
helping people take their first steps which will
always stay with me.”
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New way for you to tell us about your
experiences
KGH has introduced a new state-of-theart way for patients to give feedback
about their hospital experience.
The new electronic system – called the
Feedback Centre – can be accessed by patients
via five computer pedestals placed in key areas
of the hospital or directly online at http://
feedback.kgh.nhs.uk/ using their mobile
phone, tablet or computer.
Feedback Centre pedestals are available in
our A&E waiting room, main outpatients, main
reception, Rockingham Wing and the Treatment
Centre.
Head of Patient Experience and Involvement,
James Allan, said: “Millions of people every day
use online review systems like Trip Adviser to
give their opinion about services or products
they have bought or used.
“In a similar way this is an opportunity
for people to provide us with additional
information about our services so we can build
an accurate, up to date, and more complete
picture of the way patients experience our
individual wards and departments.”

We plan to build on initial
questions
Initially KGH is using the basic national
Friends and Family Test questions
alongside a box for more detailed
comments about the service used.
James said: “Over time though we plan
to develop more bespoke questions for our
different departments – for example different
ones for adult and children’s wards – so that
we can get a clearer picture of what our
patients want and what we can do to improve
their care.”
KGH has been piloting the new system for
the last three months and has gathered more
than 8,000 comments.
Key themes have been:
• Positive feedback to specific staff, wards and
departments
• Specific comments about care, food, support
and helpfulness of staff
• Issues with car parking
• Issues with lack of patient entertainment
– TV, radio, magazines/books – on the
inpatient wards
• Waiting times – eg clinics running late
James said: “Using the Feedback Centre
– along with all the other ways in which we
gather information – is helping us to really drill
down into the experience of patients and their
families in greater detail.
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Head of Patient Experience and Involvement, James Allan, with Patsy French, from Corby, using one of
the new computer pedestals which allow patients, and their families, to feedback on their care at five
locations around the hospital site.

“From the themes emerging already we have
started to explore how we can improve patient
entertainment, car parking and waiting times.”

How we use the
information
WE share the information gathered with
our service managers and ward matrons
so they have an up to date picture of
how people are experiencing their care.
This will enable us to make improvements
backed up by the evidence of what patients
and their families are saying.
The website the pedestals link to has
been designed especially for KGH with
input from our Patient Experience and
Involvement Steering Group and Healthwatch
Northamptonshire.
Patients who want to feedback – but don’t
want to use electronic means – can also use
comment cards distributed by our wards and
departments which can be inputted into the
system.

The new system comes in addition to other
traditional feedback methods which the
hospital also uses such as its Patient Advice
and Liaison (PALS) service, compliments and
complaints service, Patient Experience and
Involvement Steering Group, national patient
experience surveys, ward questionnaires and
the NHS Choices website.

TV Channel ‘Sky 185’ film our
feedback system

A Sky film crew visited KGH on
November 16 to see the feedback
systems in place and the effect they
have had so far.
Alongside the system provider ‘EKKO’, KGH
was the case study for the programme which
will be focussing on technology and feedback
within the NHS.
The filming began with EKKO representative,
Ian Hughes, being interviewed about the pilot
scheme.
He said “It’s great to be working in the
healthcare sector because the work we are
doing is meaningful.
“It helps patients and their families to have
their voice heard and staff to see real time
feedback and act on these quickly. The story of
one person can make a real difference.”
The film crew also filmed shots around the
Head of Patient
Experience and
hospital and interviewed our Head of Patient
Involvement,
Experience and Involvement, James Allan.
James Allan,
The piece will be broadcast on SKY 185
gets ready to be
towards the end of January. Keep an eye on
interviewed for
Sky Channel 185. our social media to find out the exact date!

KGH Employee Excellence Awards
nominations drawn from CARE Smile Awards
WELCOME to this special section of KGH
Together which recognises some of the amazing
achievements of our staff during 2017-18.
Each year we hold a celebratory event to recognise
outstanding contributions to the hospital and this year’s
Employee Excellence and Staff Long Service Awards were
held at the Kettering Park Hotel on September 27, 2018.
Employees and volunteers attended the event which
included a meal and awards ceremony.
The nominations for this year’s Employee Excellence
Awards were drawn from the winners of the Trust’s CARE
Smile Awards between August 2017 and July 2018.
CARE Smile Awards are held every month to recognise
individuals, and teams, who go the extra mile for patients,
visitors or for other KGH staff.
Nominees then went through a judging panel which
made a shortlist of finalists for the event itself. (see pages
16-18 to see who the finalists and winners were).

Group pictures from
some of the 2017-18
Smile Awards. The
winners of these events
were nominated for
the 2018 Employee
Excellence Awards.

The nominations

Volunteer of the Year 2018
Sue Ellingham
Ken Hartill
Brenda Meylan
Nora Nicholson
Birgit Wolfe-Darnell

Apprentice of the Year 2018
Elvira Hawkins
Laura Savage
Laura Seymour

Diversity and Inclusion
Award 2018
James Allan
Bereavement Service Team
Dr Simona Bratu
Estates DisabledGo Project Team
Jennie Lovell
Sreejith Nair
Occupational Health Team

Improvement of the Year
2018
Diabetic Foot Multi-Disciplinary Team
Sarah Florey
Stephanie Fretter
Mel Green
Midwifery Advocate Team
Early Pregnancy Assessment Unit

Non-Clinical Employee
Award 2018
George Birrell
Shirley Chester
Liam Coulson
Ian Ford
Fiona Hoenes
Susan Lawson
Samantha Myrick
Eamonn O’Brien
Nicola Pickering
Camilo Quesada
Dawn Stanley
Laura Watson

Clinical Employee Award
2018
Leanne Beeby
Suzanne Bowen

Emma Ellis
Denise Gregory
Dr Adrian Ierina
Shiji James
Shekhar Purohit
Kathy Simmonds
Carmen Trif
Kathryn Varnfield
Grace Vintner
Kerry Wooding

Team Award 2018
Audiology Department
Bed and Mattress Group
Cancer Services
Cardiac Outreach Team
Cath Lab Team
Clinical Skills Team
Emergency Care Data Set Working
Group and ED Support Services
(ECDS)
HC Pretty Ward
Harrowden C Ward
Kathryn Patrick and Susan Davidson –
Labour Ward
Maxillo Facial Outpatients
Department
Panto Cast 2017

KGH NHS Hero Award
2018
Lesley Cramer
Clint and Viola Suzette Fabroa
Karen Goudie
Sreejith Nair
John O’Brien
Franco Tartaglia
Natalina Valentine

NHS Top 70 Stars 2018
Mrs Adeeba Nishtar
Liam Coulson
Deborah Black
Kirstie Hempkin

NHS 70 Nominees
Staff who were nominated by their
colleagues to represent the Trust
at the NHS 70 celebrations at York
Minster.
Anne Donnelly – Breast Care Nurse
Julie Bozicek – Medical Secretary
Vanessa Morley – Training Technician
for Pharmacy
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Excellence Awards recognise achievements of employees, apprentices and volunteers
MORE than 50 individuals and teams
at KGH who won CARE Smile Awards
during 2017-18 were nominated for this
year’s Excellence Awards.
As always this meant some very difficult
decisions for a judging panel made up of
representatives of the Trust’s Executive
Directors, Governors, Non-Executive Directors
and Staff side.
On the night individuals and teams who
had been shortlisted had their contribution
highlighted and then 3rd, 2nd and 1st place
winners were announced.
And – as last year was the NHS’s 70th
birthday year - there were also some
additional recognition for staff who were
voted into the NHS’s Top 70 Stars and for staff
who were nominated by colleagues to attend
the national celebrations at York Minster.
KGH’s Chief Executive Simon Weldon said:
“This is a fantastic opportunity to celebrate all
the great things that have happened during
the last year at KGH.
“More than ever it has been a challenging
time but that has not deterred us from
working together to provide quality patient
care and show our CARE values of being
compassionate, accountable, respectful and
engaging.”
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Volunteer of the Year 2018

Apprentice of the Year 2018

1 place – Birgit Wolfe Darnell - Chaplaincy
Volunteer
“Birgit has been involved with the Chaplaincy for
over 20 years. She comes in one weekend a month
to do what we call the “Saturday round” - going
around many of the hospital wards asking patients
if they would like to have contact with us on the
Sunday morning. This is a quiet ministry; that Birgit
has done conscientiously and without fuss for many
years and through it has introduced many patients
to the Chaplaincy provision. “

1st place – Elvira Hawkins
“Elvira demonstrates the CARE values at all times
and by this, I mean she strives to develop her
knowledge and experience, takes accountability for
the work she is responsible for (ensuring that this is
completed to any deadlines set) and always seeks
support and guidance in any areas she is unsure
about to ensure she then responds appropriately
afterwards.”

st

2nd place – Sue Ellingham – Harrowden A Ward
“Sue goes above and beyond in her role as a
volunteer. The patients appreciate the small acts of
kindness from Sue; Harrowden A is very lucky that
she volunteers for us.”

2nd place – Laura Savage
“In such a short space of time Laura has become an
integral and invaluable member of the team. She is
customer service focused and always happy to help.
Laura deals with people in a kind and professional
way and goes above and beyond to see things
through to resolution.”

3rd place – Ken Hartill – Emergency Department
“Ken is always willing to assist in any tasks that
can improve patient experience, and continues to
attend to his volunteer activities. He is a pleasure
to know and to have as a volunteer member within
the team. Ken supported the NHS70 celebration
event in July, he gave his time to meet and greet the
general public attending the event.”

3rd place - Laura Seymour
“Laura supported a patient in the Pharmacy
reception who was having a particularly bad nose
bleed. She provided care to the gentleman and
when appropriate Laura ensured that the right help
was sought. This was all done with a smile too!”

Volunteer of Year Birgit Wolfe-Darnell receives her award
from Non-Executive Director Phil Harris-Bridge. He also
presents certificates to Sue Ellingham (2nd) and Ken
Hartill (3rd).

Eileen Doyle presents Elvira Hawkins with her first place
award for Apprentice of the Year. She is also pictured
presenting Laura Savage with her second place award

Diversity and Inclusion
Award 2018

Improvement of the Year
Award 2018

Non-Clinical
Awards 2018

This award recognises the contributions made to
ensure all patients and staff receives the same level
of service. The winners were:

1st place – Stephanie Fretter – Bereavement Midwife
“Stephanie commenced in her role as Bereavement
Midwife in October 2016. Her role has become
invaluable to the midwives, support staff (HCAs,
ward clerks etc), and doctors but most importantly
the patients/families she supports. Stephanie goes
above and beyond her role and responsibilities to
ensure that patients and their families experiencing
pregnancy loss at any gestation are provided with
high quality bereavement care, ensuring they are kept
informed and involved in any decision regarding their
care.”

1st place – Liam Coulson - Porter
“Liam’s fantastic efforts in delivering Christmas
crackers to not only every inpatient in the Trust but
also every member of staff, was amazing. This was
done from a pure selfless desire to ensure that every
patient had some personal contact on Christmas
Day. Liam asked nothing in return other than to see
a smile on patients’ faces.”

1st place – Jennie Lovell – Committee member of
the Disability Network
“Jennie has been an active committee member of
the Disability Network since it was planned about
18 months ago. Following the launch she continued
to be proactive in ensuring that the network thrives
and actually benefits staff with disability in the
Trust. As a Co-Chair Jennie has been proactive in
supporting the network members (as well as all staff
with a disability) in respect of a number of issues.”
2nd place – Bereavement Service Team
“When a loved one dies it is a tragic and
emotionally upsetting event. The team can only be
labelled as Trust “heroes” for the compassionate
and dignified way they provide listening, help and
support for the family experiencing the loss.”
3rd place – Estates DisabledGo Project Team
“The Trust is in the process of implementing
DisabledGo; a website based resource for disabled
and sensory impaired patients, carers and visitors
visiting the Trust. In order to facilitate this,
liaison work has been carried out by the Estates
DisabledGo Project team and the DisabledGo
Surveyors.”

Non-Executive Director Janet Gray presents awards in the
Diversity and Inclusion Award runners up Michael Panter
and David Wyatt (2nd place) and Estates DisabledGo
Project – received by Director of Estates Ian Allen (3rd
place). Jennie Lovell – who won first place – is not
pictured as she was in the staff pantomime.

2nd place – Diabetic Foot Multi-Disciplinary Team
“The team have implemented three quality
improvement projects in an attempt to improve
diabetic foot care and long term outcomes. In
all three projects, funding has been the general
challenge; this has been dealt with internally by
proving cost savings, as well as a successful bid for an
NHS England grant.”

2nd place – Ian Ford – Porter
“Ian helped a distressed elderly lady who’s relative
had been admitted into KGH. He gave this lady the
£5 he had for lunch so that she was able to catch
the bus home safely.”
3rd place – Camilo Quesada – Housekeeper,
Naseby Ward
“Camilo is the best housekeeper ever! He’s very
passionate about his job and does it with true
dedication! He goes beyond what is expected of
him to make our ward look exceptionally spotless.”

3rd place – Early Pregnancy Assessment Unit
“Last year the unit started to offer an alternative
procedure. The new procedure has proven one of
the most popular options amongst patients and
staff. It has shown an excellent improvement in
patient outflow through gynaecology admissions with
improved patient experience and a very high patient
satisfaction.”

Medical Director Prof Andrew Chilton presents the
Improvement of the Year Award to Bereavement Midwife
Stephanie Fretter, second place to the Diabetic Footcare
Team and third place to the Early Pregnancy Assessment
Unit.

Director of Governance Richard Apps presents the Non
Clinical Award to porter Liam Coulson (first place) porter
Ian Ford (second place) and housekeeper Camilo Quesada
(third place).
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Employee Excellence Awards
Clinical Awards 2018

Team Award 2018

NHS Hero Award 2018

1st place – Carmen Trif – Registered Nurse, Deene
C Ward
“A young patient of no fixed abode was medically
fit for discharge however the young man had
no clothes or footwear and therefore it was not
appropriate to discharge him and there was no
family able to help at this time. Carmen left a 12hour shift and returned that same evening around
10pm with a bag of clothes, shoes and toiletries for
this young man - who was able to be discharged the
following day due to this act of kindness.”

1st place – Cancer Services Team
“During the last nine month period this team has
totally changed the way they work to ensure our
cancer patients are treated in a timely fashion.
The benefits are now being seen in our increased
performance. Thank you for being a superb team and
everything you do for our patients.”

Winner – Franco Tartaglia - Porter
“Franco was taking an empty trolley from the glass
corridor and heard a noise coming from the corridor
near the mortuary. He
went to investigate
and found a male
patient in a life
threatening situation.
By investigating and
taking action, Franco
appears to have saved
the patient’s life, and
Chairman Alan Burns presents
this deserves to be
the KGH NHS Hero award to
recognised.”
Porter Franco Tartaglia.

2nd place – Kerry Wooding - Nurse Practitioner,
Deene A Ward
“Kerry was never fazed once whatever the problem.
She is a consummate professional, a total credit to
her profession. You could try cloning Kerry because
you really need nurses like her! ”
3rd place – Suzanne Bowen - Staff Nurse, Deene B
Ward
“Suzanne produced an excellent afternoon
tea event for the ward and raised £300 for the
Dementia garden. Suzanne did all this in her own
time, fabulous example of engagement. ”

2nd place – Cath Lab Team
“The team dealt with an extremely difficult situation
which was upsetting for all involved with compassion
and respect. The maternity team will be ever grateful
for all the support that they received from the Cath
Lab team on that day.”
3rd place – HC Pretty Ward
“My mum recently passed away on HC Pretty A. I was
overwhelmed by the care all the staff showed during
her last few days. They treated her with dignity and
compassion. A massive thank you to you all.”

NHS Top 70 Stars 2018
An amazing four member of KGH staff were
chosen as NHS ‘Top 70 Stars’ in a competition
organised by the NHS Confederation, NHS England
and NHS Improvement.
In recognition of this outstanding achievement they
were also honoured at our Excellence Awards.
The four staff were:
Mrs Adeeba Nishtar – consultant obstetrician
Liam Coulson - porter
Deborah Black – superintendent radiographer
Kirstie Hempkin – hospital discharge co-ordinator

NHS 70 Nominees
Staff who were nominated by their colleagues to
represent the Trust at the NHS 70 celebrations at
York Minster.
Anne Donnelly – Breast Care Nurse
Julie Bozicek – Medical Secretary
Vanessa Morley – Training Technician for Pharmacy

KGH Employee Long Service Awards
PICTURED are some of the dedicated
KGH staff who received their 25 years
continuous long service awards at
our Employee Excellence event on
September 27, 2018.
In total some 17 employees have been
awarded their long service certificates having
served the Trust for a combined total of 425
years.
The Trust would like to thank all of these
staff for their hard work, commitment and
dedication over so many years.
KGH’s Chief Executive, Simon Weldon, said:
“Our Long Service Awards are important
events each year.
“They gives us an opportunity to say thank
our friends and colleagues who have given 25
years of loyalty and hard work to the hospital.”

25 years of service
Susan Bailey
Carol Bostock
Claire Callow
Frances Coles
Deborah Cortese
Stevan Dainty
Julie Danns
Paul Dunning
Hilary Martin
Brenda Maslin
Eamonn O’Brien
Andrew Parker
Amanda Shatford
Trudy Smith
Gail Trostler
Jamal Uraiby
Tracy Williams

Director of Nursing and Quality Leanne Hackshall
presents the first place Clinical Award to
Registered Nurse Carmen Trif, second place to
Nurse Practitioner Kerry Wooding and third place
to Staff Nurse Suzanne Bowen.
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Non-Executive Directors Lizzie Hanna and Trevor
Shipman present the Team Awards to Cancer Services
(first place) Cath Lab Team (second place) and HC Pretty
Ward (third place).

Chief Executive Simon Weldon and Chair Alan Burns
with Breast Care Nurse Anne Donnelly who attended
the NHS 70 celebrations at York Minster. Simon is also
pictured with NHS 70 Star award winners Liam Coulson,
Adeeba Nishtar and Deborah Black.
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Dragons’ Den gives away £100,000 to six staff ideas for patient care
KGH has held its very own Dragons’ Den
event for staff where they competed
to win a share of £100,000 of capital
funding to improve patient care.
The event was held on October 11 and
closely mirrored the BBC 2 TV programme.
Hospital staff took turns to pitch their own
ideas to help improve patient care to a panel
of six Dragons.
The panel was made up of five local
business leaders who – like the TV Dragons
– have demonstrated outstanding innovation
and business initiative themselves.
The Dragons were:
• Alan Burns – KGH Chairman
• Liz Jeeves - Presenter/
Our staff are always coming up with
The Dragons – L-R William Church, Lorna Dodge, Alan
Producer, Connect FM
Burns, Liz Jeeves and Goyas Miah,
• William Church –Managing
fantastic ideas to help patients...
Director of Cheaney Shoes
Alan Burns – KGH Chairman.”
They were bidding for £24,000 worth of new
• Goyas Miah - Owner, The Raj
Thoracoscopy equipment - devices which drain
Restaurant
lung fluid quicker and capture images of the
• Lorna Dodge - Director, S.C.
lungs without the need for more invasive tests.
Agency
Who faced the Dragons!
The equipment means patients are able
The 150-strong audience and their voting
Here are some of the teams – what they asked
to go home sooner after they have had their
devices accounted for a ‘sixth’ dragon and
for – and how much they won.
procedure. The Dragons awarded the team the
helped choose the winners – who were
full £24,000.
allocated money on the same night.

“

How the event worked
WE publicised the event with our staff in
the run-up to October 11 to ensure that
all teams and departments had a chance
to vie for a chance of funding.
This led to 24 initial bids and ten pitches
shortlisted for the night.
On the night after each pitch the audience
(the sixth dragon) were asked if they would
back the idea or not and this was recorded
using electronic voting devices.
The results of the polls were shown on a
screen for the audience and the Dragons to
see. Then the Dragons retired to another room
to make their decisions on who to support and
with how much money.

Virtual Ward Team

ONE idea pitched to the Dragons was
to create a ‘virtual ward’ of 20 Trainee
Healthcare Support workers.
This was to address a national shortage of
students starting out in nursing.
Sheila Turner, Lead for Education, and
Clinical Learning Manager, Liz Power, made
a bid for £50,000 to pay for a ward sister
and part-time administrator to support the
development of the team – who would be able
to be booked by wards online.
Trainee Healthcare Support Worker Tom
Carvey – who has been through the scheme told the audience how it gave him an easy way
into KGH through his course from University.
The idea is that KGH takes student
applicants and trains them in the skills of
becoming a nurse so that we are ‘growing our
own’ staff – reducing the need for bank and
agency staff which can be very expensive to
employ.
They were awarded £35,000 by the Dragons
- which is enough to employ the ward sister.

Out of Pyjamas!
COMPLEX Discharge Lead Mandy Guerin
asked for £10,000 to spend providing
free clothing to encourage patients out
of their pyjamas and into normal clothes.
The idea is based on the national campaign
to reduce PJ (Pyjama) Paralysis – an initiative
which aims to get dressed in their normal
clothes each day.
This reduces muscle loss caused by lying in
bed and encourages a more positive mental
attitude ready for discharge.
Some patients don’t have normal clothes
with them on admission and previous stocks
of donated clothes ran out quickly .The idea
received £5,000 of funding.

Patient buggy
The Patient Buggy bid was from Senior
Cardiographer, Louise Huitson.
She made a dramatic entrance to the Den by
driving one of the buggies they were bidding
for (borrowed from another Trust for the night)
through the audience and up to the stage.
The initial bid was for £35,000 to buy two
buggies (one indoor and one outdoor) which
will be used to help less able patients and
visitors move across the hospital site – driven
by special Buggy Volunteers.
Louise won £20,000 from the Dragons
just for the outside vehicle (as there are
some difficulties accessing some of the small
corridors in KGH with the indoor vehicle, while
also having enough space for a bed to pass).
The vehicle with 2 years full maintenance
and ‘Train the Trainer’ training is costing
£11,000. The other £9,000 is being used to
buy the benches (where people will wait for
the buggies), signage and to change some of
the barriers around the site..

Dragon Goyas Miah (centre) with Sheila Turner,
Lead for Education, and Liz Power, Clinical
Learning manager from the Virtual Ward team
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Dragon Lorna Dodge with Dr Raja Reddy and
Dr Rahul Patel from the Thoracoscopy team

Unsuccessful bids will still
get support
Senior Cardiographer Louise Huitson drives a
Buggy towards the Dragons as part of her bid

AIRVO
The AIRVO team were made up of Lisa
Cornell and Laura Mountford – Critical
Care Outreach Practitioners.
They were bidding for £15,000 to buy six
AIRVO (a brand name) devices which provide
additional oxygen to patients by using a
specialist mask which is more comfortable for
patients because it covers less of their face.
They received £15,000- the full amount enough to buy six AIRVO devices which will
be used on wards like ICU, Paediatrics and
Harrowden C (Respiratory ward).

Silicone scrotum
The Silicone Scrotum team were made
up of Urology Nurse Specialist, Janine
Cullen, and Prostate Nurse, Caroline
Gallacher.

Thoracoscopy equipment
THE Thoracoscopy team consisted of
Respiratory Consultant, Dr Raja Reddy,
Respiratory Registrar, Dr Rahul Patel,
and Pleural Nurse, Samantha Rawson,

The crowd had a great time voting for their
favourite teams

Dragon Liz Jeeves with Janine Cullen and
Caroline Gallacher from the Silicon Scrotum
team

KGH Director of Finance Nicci Briggs – dressed as
a Dragon – introduces the Dragons.

They were bidding for £675 to purchase
silicone scrotums – devices which simulate real
scrotums and are used to teach men how to
check for testicular cancer.
The team was successful and won money for
five new scrotums.

Why we did it!
KGH put on the event to harness the
good ideas of its staff and demonstrate
the hospital’s support for them.
Chairman Alan Burns. He said: “Our staff are
always coming up with fantastic ideas to help
patients.
“The purpose of the event was to
demonstrate to staff that we are listening but
only have limited funds.
“Now, we have committed in front of a room
full of people that we will be investing money
from our Innovation Fund* into making these
ideas happen.
“Not only that, we will provide the teams
with project management support and access
to any resources they need. In return, they will
provide myself and the rest of staff with monthly
updates on progress.”

FOR the teams and individuals who
weren’t successful with the Dragons the
hospital has still committed to taking their
good ideas forward.
These included – Urology in the community
(training community nurses how to remove
catheters after an inpatient stay), Ward
Inspection App (collecting real time data on
wards with an app), Macmillan Cancer Centre(
for a brand new cancer information centre
on the KGH site) and an Artificial Intelligence
system to predict outcomes for the Trauma and
Orthopaedics service.
Chairman Alan Burns said: “For those ideas
that didn’t receive the funding, we will look at
other possible options to raise money for them.
“All of those who pitched at the event had
great ideas and had been shortlisted from the
original 24 applications.
“I know some of the Dragons have also
pledged to help those that were unsuccessful on
the night.”
Chief Executive, Simon Weldon, said: “The
event was fantastic and we were able to show
the wide range of ideas hospital staff have every
day and every single one of the ideas pitched had
patients at its heart.
“As with the real Dragon’s Den, the real work
starts now and the Board is committed to taking
on these ideas and seeing them through to
become a reality.”
*The prize money for the event has been
specifically set aside from the Trust’s capital
budget to enhance patient care and experiencea key priority for the Trust and at the heart of
its core CARE (Compassionate, Accountable,
Respectful and Engaging) values.

Senior Cardiographer Louise Huitson gets her
£20,000 cheque from the Dragons.
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Postcards support patients living with
dementia
AN APPEAL for local people to send
holiday postcards to KGH to support
patients living with dementia has been a
great success
More than 200 postcards have been sent to
the hospital’s Forget-Me-Not dementia garden
appeal organiser Jayne Chambers since the
appeal was launched on August 1.
The cards help to spark happy conversations
with patients living with dementia about happy
times in their lives
They will be used in a
display close to the
dementia garden and
in special albums
People have been so kind. In less than
which can be used by
Tracey Gray and Clare Washington present Appeal Organiser Jayne
staff when chatting
a month we received more than 140
Chambers (centre) with a cheque for £1,002 following a party
with patients.
postcards from all over the UK – and
night event they held for the Appeal.
Jayne said:
indeed the world..”
“We have been
being made is amazing and it is going to
overwhelmed by the
make a big difference to patients when it is
response to our appeal.
Gray,
from
Thrapston,
and
some
of
their
close
completed.”
People have been so kind. In less than a
friends,
raised
the
money
by
organising
a
party
Appeal organiser Jayne Chambers said:
month we received more than 140 postcards
night
at
The
Plaza
in
Thrapston
on
May
5.
“Without
people like Tracey and Clare – and
from all over the UK – and indeed the world.
The
previous
total
was
raised
at
a
similar
tremendous
support of the local community
“We have had them from unusual places
–
but
bigger
–
event
they
held
at
the
same
–
we
would
not
be where we are with the
like Vancouver, but also many more common
location
on
December
16
in
the
run-up
to
garden.
holiday destinations such as Mallorca, Corfu,
Christmas.
“I want to thank everyone who has
France, Bulgaria – and in the UK places such
Clare
and
Tracey
want
to
thank
their
friends
supported
their event and in so doing
Cornwall, Scarborough, Skegness, Minehead,
in
Thrapston
–
and
all
of
their
work
colleagues
supported
the appeal.”
Jersey, Clacton, Hunstanton and Sheringham.
at
Tesco
in
Kettering
–
who
supported
the
“We asked people to send some nice generic
party night in May. Also a big thank you to
messages to our patients – and we have had
Other ways you can help
Dave Timlin, Tracey’s partner, for sorting out
lots with ‘wish you were here’, comments
the auction prizes and helping them with the
If you want a donation to Appeal contact
about the weather and the sea, eating fish and
evening.
the fundraising department quoting the
chips and places they have visited.
Clare
said:
“We
held
another
party
night
and
Forget-Me-Not Appeal on 01536-491569
“People have also said things like ‘hope this
raffle
in
May
and
it
was
well
supported
with
or contact Jayne on jayne.chambers@kgh.
brings back some happy memories of holidays
more
than
130
people
attending.
nhs.uk . You can also follow the appeal
from years ago’ and also some messages from
“We
chose
to
support
the
dementia
garden
on Twitter @gardenkgh and Facebook
children written in crayon such as ‘I am having
again
because
we
want
to
support
it
all
of
the
@KetteringGeneralHospitalForgetme
so much fun – Love Libby’.
way
through
to
its
completion.
The
progress
NotCourtyardGardenAppeal.
“I want to thank everyone who has
taken the time and trouble to write us such
wonderful cards – please keep them coming.”
Postcards are still gratefully being received
and can be sent to ‘KGH Dementia Garden’ c/o
Jayne Chambers, Kettering General Hospital,
Rothwell Road, Kettering, NN16 8UZ.

“

Amazing progress on dementia garden
Look at how far we have come! That’s
the message from KGH’s dementia
garden appeal organiser Jayne Chambers
as the garden nears completion.
In March 2017 the hospital’s Forget-Me-Not
Appeal was launched to building a dementiafriendly garden in a courtyard adjacent to the
Lamport and Twywell wards.
Back then the courtyard area between the
wards was made up of unattractive concrete
paving slabs and gravel with a single bench
and table.
The aim of the appeal was to create a
courtyard garden area with flowers, activity
stations and a seaside theme that it is a safe
and stimulating place for
dementia patients – and
their families – to spend
time while they are in
There are about 8,000 people are
Forget-Me-Not Appeal organiser Jayne Chambers in the garden –
hospital.
amazing progress in just over a year.
currently
living
with
dementia
in
Over the last 18
months the appeal has
Northamptonshire and that number
how it can be developed enabling them to feel
raised £50,000 and
is growing each year.”
part of the project.”
attracted a huge number
In the first phase of the community appeal
of supporters including
the
hospital is transforming the courtyard area
individuals and families
“We now have block paved walkways, raised
into
walk-in garden.
touched by dementia and local businesses.
flower beds, benches and tables, and a huge
A
second
stage to the appeal will aim to
And now a vast amount of progress has
seaside mural that runs across the four walls of
transform
the
ward areas themselves to make
been made as you can see from the pictures on the courtyard.
them
more
dementia-friendly.
these pages.
“Work has progressed on our café – to be
There are about 8,000 people are currently
called The Galley –and on our offices for our
living with dementia in Northamptonshire and
Admiral Nurses – dementia nurse specialists
What has been done that number is growing each year.
although we still have quite a bit of work to do
thanks to brilliant support
on those.
“A recent new addition is a fantastic 6ft
Working closely with the support of
high working lighthouse which was created by
the local community the garden has
Terry Nowlan, from Thrapston, who has spent
progressed rapidly over the last year.
countless hours making the model – which has
Appeal organiser Jayne Chambers – who
a working light which rotates.
works at the hospital as Cancer Services
“When there is no work going on some
Manager – said: “Work started on the garden
patients have already been able go out there to
in October 2017 and it has progressed
enjoy the garden and it has really helped them
wonderfully with some amazing support from
The courtyard area in 2017 before the appeal
to relax. They have also made suggestions on
the local community and local businesses.
began to transform it

“

Tracey and Clare add
another £1,000
TWO friends have presented another
£1,002 to the Forget-Me-Not Appeal
– adding to an amazing £6,126 they
presented to us in January 2018.
Clare Washington, from Kettering, and Tracey
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Forget-Me-Not Appeal organiser Jayne Chambers
with some of the 200 holiday postcards local
people have sent in to support patients living with
dementia

Admiral Nurse Tracey Lynch and Pat Edkins at a
stand held at KGH main reception to increase
awareness about dementia during national
Dementia Action Week May 21-27

Jayne in front of the café and Admiral nurse offices

Jayne pictured with the amazing Lighthouse made
by Terry Nowlan from Thrapston
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KGH’s SCBU wins team award from Cavell
Nurses’ Trust
KGH’s Special Care Baby Unit (Local
Neonatal Unit) has won an award for its
exceptional team working.
The unit – which employs 45 staff and looks
after some 450 ill and premature babies each
year – won a Cavell Star Award in August after
being nominated by student nurse Deborah
Emerton.
Deborah, from Corby, who is just
coming to the end of three years
of nurse training, spent several
months working in SCBU.
It was lovely that Deborah was so
She said: “During my training
impressed by the care we provide
through the University of
Student Nurse Deborah Emerton (centre)
- for our vulnerable and unique
presents the Cavell Star Award to Neonatal Unit
Northampton I became aware
Lead Sister Jan Ford (L) and Deputy Sister Clare
patients and their families - that she
of the Cavell Nurses’ Trust – a
Templeman (R)
charity which performs a number
nominated us for this award.”
of functions including supporting
nurses, midwives and healthcare
assistants at difficult times in their lives and
Neonatal Unit Lead Sister Jan Ford said:
having an award scheme which rewards
“Thank
you so much to Deborah and the
excellence in practice.
Cavell
Nurses’
Trust for this award it was a very
“Back in May the SCBU at KGH was
pleasant
surprise.
exceptionally busy and I was incredibly
“It was lovely that Deborah was so impressed
impressed by how all of the members of the
by
the care we provide - for our vulnerable and
team worked together to ensure all the babies
unique
patients and their families - that she
and their families got all of the support and
nominated
us for this award.
Edith Cavell whose
care they needed.
“It
is
always
rewarding to have good practice outstanding work in World
“If a shift was short of staff for some reason
War One saved many lives
recognised and it motivates us all to do our
it was amazing to see how people would stepand inspired the Cavell
best.”
up and volunteer to cover. The team spirit you
Nurses’ Trust which continues
could see was just fantastic and the care they
her good work today.
delivered was excellent.
The Edith Cavell Story
“I remembered the Cavell Nurses’ Trust’s
The Edith Cavell story is an amazing one that reverberates through the years through
awards and decided to nominate the unit for
the work of the Cavell Nurses’ Trust.
one.
• Edith Louisa Cavell was born on 4th December 1865 in Swardeston, a village near Norwich.
“Normally they reward individual’s practice
She is the eldest of four children and is taught to always share with the less fortunate, despite
but when I described why I wanted the SCBU
her family’s meagre earnings
to have an award they agreed.”
• 1896 - Edith is accepted for nursing training at the Royal London Hospital under Matron Eva
Luckes, friend of Florence Nightingale
•
1907 - Edith becomes the matron at a new school for nurses, ‘L’École Belge d’Infirmières
Cavell Nurses’ Trust keeps
Diplômées’, set up near Brussels
spirit of nursing hero alive
• 1914 - Edith begins to help soldiers of all nationalities who have been wounded in the conflict
telling her Nurses “each man was a father, a husband, a son: the profession of nursing knows
The Cavell Nurses’ Trust is an
no frontiers”
organisation set up after the First
• 1914 - Edith begins to help Allied Troops to escape into neutral Holland. To do so she smuggles
World War in memory of Edith Cavell,
patients through her hospital in Belgium, finding them guides and organising papers for them
an English nurse who saved the lives of
to cross the border. More than 200 escape.
many soldiers – of both sides.
• 1915 – The Germans realise she is implicated in escapes and try her for treason finding her
guilty on October 7. Despite international condemnation on October 12th 1915, she is executed
Cavell Nurses’ Trust Communications
by firing squad at 7am and buried at the rifle range where she was shot and a plain wooden
Manager, Paul Steiner, said: “Well done to the
cross put over her grave
SCBU team on winning their Cavell Star Award.
•
1917 -Sensing the public outcry following Edith’s death newspapers launch a public appeal for
“At Cavell Nurses’ Trust we know how
donations in her memory and raise the equivalent of £550,000 which forms the endowment for
important it is for nursing professionals to be
what we today know as Cavell Nurses’ Trust
recognised for going above and beyond for
• 1919 - Edith’s body is returned to the UK and carried through the streets of London for a
their patients, especially being nominated by
service at Westminster Abbey before being taken by a special train to Norwich where her body
their colleagues.”
is interred at Norwich Cathedral.

“
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Oh baby, roadshow number 30 is a big hit
A PREGNANCY and baby road show
hosted by KGH helped more than 150
parents-to-be to prepare for their big
day and subsequently care for their
baby.
The event, held in the hospital’s staff
recreation hall on December 5, was the 30th in
20 years and provided a huge range of advice
on all aspects of pregnancy and baby care.
It was led by KGH’s Midwifery Advocates and
supported by health visitors, breast
feeding midwives, Sure Start and
parentcraft midwives.
Show organiser Keeley
Chambers - who is also a
Show organiser Keeley Chambers - who
Midwifery Advocate - said
is also a Midwifery Advocate - said the
the event was always very
event was always very well received
well received by parentsMore than 150 parents-to-be attended the event - the
by parents-to-be from across North
to-be from across North
30th held by KGH over the last 20 years
Northamptonshire.
Northamptonshire.”
She said: “The idea is the
Stands at the event included, Midwifery
road show is that it offers new
Advocates, breast feeding, water birth, Bounty,
and updated information, all in one place,
HypnoBirthing, Pregnancy Yoga Relaxation
baby has been born.
about every aspect of preparing to have a baby
Classes, Baby Swimming, Sling Library, Hearing
“Both new, and more experienced, parents
and caring for a newborn infant.
Screening, Physiotherapy, Health visitors,
always find the event very interesting and
“People were able to find out about water
First Aid for Babies, Photography, Waterbirth,
describe how it helps them to prepare for the
births, home and hospital births, and what
Placental encapsulation, antenatal classes,
groups are available to support them after their big day.”
physio and Doulas.

“

Our doctor helps celebrate Black History Month
A KGH doctor has helped inspire young
people to follow their dreams during
Black History Month.
Dr Wesley Warren is a trainee GP who
is undergoing his medical rotation at KGH
working in A&E, Respiratory Medicine and
Obstetrics and Gynaecology.
He recently attended the third annual Black
Professionals Conference at Luton Sixth Form
College – an event organised as a part of Black
History Month (October).
The event celebrated the achievements
and contributions of people from African and
Caribbean backgrounds and Dr Warren used his
own story as an example of how it is possible
to become an NHS doctor.
He said: “The month was an opportunity for
us not only to focus on the achievements of
black professionals; but also look at how we
can help young people from all backgrounds.
“Black History Month can be a force for
positivity in the lives of all young people.
“Having professionals from a range of
backgrounds; especially black professionals,
talk about their experiences and stories of
achievement can inspire young people from all
areas and backgrounds.”

Dr Warren delivered a talk at Luton Sixth
Form College and took questions from a large
group of students.
He said: “Young black men in particular
face a number of obstacles in terms of what
opportunities and avenues are open to them.
I wanted to demonstrate to the students that
they shouldn’t see education as being a barrier
to their achievements”.

How Wesley rose to become
a doctor
Dr Wesley Warren explained that
he didn’t explore a role in medicine
immediately after school.
After leaving school at 18 he became an
Operating Department Assistant (ODA and
then Operating Theatre Manager before
entering medicine.
After a BSc (Hons) in Medical Physics
and Physiological Measurement (MPPM) at
Middlesex University he did a Bachelor of
Medicine Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) at St.
George’s University of London.
He said: “My desire was to become a doctor
as I wanted to be at the frontline line of

Dr Wesley Warren helped with Black History
Month celebrations.

medicine caring for patients.
“So I embarked on acquiring the
qualifications needed for applying to medical
school.
“The only barrier to success is a desire
to achieve. This can be in any field. Not just
medicine.
“At the end of the day what makes the
job worthwhile is working with patients and
seeing the health of a patient improve with
your management.”
Once his rotation finishes at KGH, he will
then join general practice in Wellingborough.
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KGH housekeeper Adrian has his first
novel published
KGH housekeeper Adrian D Brown has
published his first novel – five years
after being hit by a debilitating stroke.
Father-of-one Adrian, 52, from Kettering,
was working as a printer in 2013 when he
collapsed at work after having a stroke.
He was rushed from his workplace, in
Bicester, to John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford
where he received emergency treatment before
being transferred to Northampton General
Hospital and then back to Kettering General
Hospital.
Unable to work for the first 18 months
Adrian began the long road to recovery.
Adrian’s sister Rebecca, from Kettering,
brought Adrian a book called ‘Ready, steady,
novel’ to read while he was a patient on
Cranford Ward.
He said: “The book described how to write a
novel without any previous experience.
“After reading it I thought – I can do that
– and after knocking a few ideas around with
friends I came up with a plot for a book, of the
kind I would want to read.”

Writing aided Adrian’s
recovery
WRITING his novel helped Adrian to
recover his confidence and get back to
work.
He said: “I started writing in 2013 and –
with a break – it took me about 18 months to

write the book on my home computer.
“Prior to the stroke I had always worked
hard and it took me a long time to accept I
wasn’t going to be able to go back to the work
I had done for 25 years.
“I felt cheated, I felt sorry for myself, and
went through a whole raft of emotions.
“The writing became a kind of therapy for
me and helped me to believe in myself again.”
Adrian started work again while writing
the novel working in two care homes
before joining KGH as a housekeeper on the
Middleton Assessment Unit (MAU) on October
1, 2018.
He said: “My friends and family read the
book and encouraged me to try and get it
published.
“Publishing the book for me was like
drawing a line under an the episode of my life
where I had a stroke and – all of the emotions
that went with that.”

Novel is now on sale
Adrian’s novel is called “Sorry was
never enough” and tells the story of
music journalist who seeks to re-open a
mystery that had been previously been
hidden by his journalistic mentor.
It relates to a tragic accident involving the
death of a child, a rock band and a subsequent
curse.
Adrian’s novel was published in September

KGH housekeeper Adrian Brown with his new
novel ‘Sorry was never enough’

and he is already working on two other books,
one of which is near completion.
In the first few weeks since publication half
of the original 100 book print run has been
sold and there have been many favourable
comments of which Adrian’s favourite is ‘It’s
Spinal Tap meets The Omen.”
Copies have already found their way as far
afield as America and Australia.
Adrian said: “I want to thank all of my family
and friends, all my colleagues at KGH and the
staff at 3P Publishing for their support in the
run-up to publication – particularly the staff on
MAU.
“The book is now available through the
publisher, 3P Publishing in Corby, or I can
provide signed copies.”

Swivel Club present new TV to Discharge Lounge
THE Swivel Club Charity – Rushden and
Higham Ferrers – have presented a 50
inch TV to the Discharge Lounge at KGH.
The charity – which supports good causes
in the local area – raises money for charitable
donations by holding music nights (including
tribute bands) at the Bowls Club in Rushden.
The charity made an official presentation of
the £400 TV in July and already many patients
waiting for transport home have benefitted
from it.
The idea for the donation came when KGH
Porter Russell Green noticed that the Discharge
Lounge’s previous TV had broken and the
lounge desperately needed a new one to keep
patients entertained.
He supports the Swivel Club Charity in
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their music nights and suggested the hospital
approached the charity for help.
Swivel Club Charity Chairman Colin Wright
said: “Our charity aims to support needs in
the local community and once we heard the
hospital’s Discharge Lounge needed a TV we
thought it very appropriate to buy one for
them.”
KGH Head of Patient Transport and
Volunteering, Alex Doherty, said: “The support
given by the Swivel Club Charity has been
absolutely fantastic and it has really helped
us to improve the patient experience in the
Discharge Lounge.
“One example is an elderly gentleman who
was very worried he was going to miss England
playing in the World Cup while he was waiting

for transport – but then the TV was switched
over and he was very happy indeed.”

L-R KGH Porter Russell Green, Health Care
Assistant Karen Difante, Head of Patient Transport
and Volunteering, Alex Doherty, with Swivel Club
Chairman, Colin Wright, and President, Walt
Waterfield with the new TV

Angela and Steve raise £4,800 for
Centenary Wing
A CORBY couple have raised an amazing
£4,800 for the Centenary Wing at
Kettering General Hospital as a thank
you for the care it delivers.
Angela and Steve Ewen organised a raffle,
tombola and tea and cakes event at Corby Irish
Centre in Patrick Road on March 3 and had a
tremendous response from local companies,
family and friends.
Almost 200 prizes poured in once it was
clear that cancer care at KGH
was to be the charity.
Angela, a freelance
hairdresser, and Steve,
who works at RS
Angela and Steve Ewen organised a raffle,
Components, were
tombola and tea and cakes event at Corby
overwhelmed by the
Irish Centre in Patrick Road on March 3
generosity of local
Centenary Wing Sister, Nicky Wadsworth, Steve Ewen and
and had a tremendous response from local
people.
Staff Nurse Lynda Andrews with the cheque
Father-of-two Steve
companies, family and friends.”
said: “The day we
chose for the event was
the care and support they gave us following
probably one of the worst of the year in terms
the hairdressers and beauticians of Corby who
my diagnosis. They do so much to make you
of snow and ice.
offered us so many free treatments as prizes.
comfortable and relaxed.
“But the response to our fundraising idea
“We also want to thank everyone who
“I also want to thank the KGH breast care
was incredible. We received hampers, an ipod,
turned out on such an awful day to support
team for all their support and care.”
vouchers from various supermarkets, a free
us.”
Centenary Wing Sister Nicky Wadsworth
service and MOT from Central Autopoint, a
Angela was diagnosed with breast cancer
said: “We are so grateful to Steve and Angela
£500 donation from Cambridge Weight Plan,
in May 2017 and finished her chemotherapy
and everyone who supported them.
and prizes from places like Rushton Hall,
treatment in February.
“We are constantly surprised and delighted
Rockingham Castle, Rockingham Speedway
She said: “We wanted to do something
by the fantastic efforts our patients go too to
and Planet Bounce.”
as a thank you to the Centenary Wing for all
support us. They are just the best.”
Angela said: “I particularly want to thank

“

£4,005 raised as Meletia reaches six-year milestone
CORBY mum Meletia Ure has presented
more than £4,000 to KGH’s Centenary
Wing – six years on from her treatment
there.
Meletia, 49, held a charity night at the Irish
Centre in Corby in November and two raffles in
December and February as a thank you to staff
who supported her.
The family’s fundraising appeal received a
tremendous response from family, friends and
local companies with raffle prizes including
an eight yard skip hire and 49 inch TV from
Mick George, a week’s holiday anywhere in the
world from RCI and a £1,000 donation from
Barclays Bank.
Meletia said: “I was treated at the Centenary
Wing in 2012 and I am now six years on from
that and wanted to mark that milestone in

some way.
“I decided to do some fundraising for the
Wing as a thank you for the care I received.
“They were amazing in so many ways. It
is a very scary scenario when you are first
diagnosed and step through the Centenary
Wing’s door for the first time.
“But they do so much to make you feel
welcome and comfortable it is amazing.
“They go the extra mile in so many ways and
very quickly they became not just a care team
but very good friends and we just wanted to
thank them for their care.”
Meletia’s two children Conor, 21, and Alex,
19, and her fiancé, Lee Hindwood, all helped
in the fundraising drive along with other family
members and close friends.
Centenary Wing Sister Nicky Wadsworth

said: “It was such a lovely gesture and so great
to see someone five years on and doing so
well.
“We are very grateful for this very significant
donation.”

Meletia Ure presents a cheque for £4,005 to
Centenary Wing Sister Nicky Wadsworth
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We help local families on World Diabetes Day

Random Acts of Kindness on Halloween

LOCAL diabetes specialists and a
professional cyclist - who is living
with diabetes - carried out a series
of awareness raising events for local
people on World Diabetes Day November 14.
Specialists from KGH and Northamptonshire
Healthcare NHS Trust gave talks and hosted
information events at a variety of locations
throughout the day.
They were joined by professional cyclist
Brais Dacal (who has diabetes), from Team
Novo Nordisk, who visited Northamptonshire
to support the awareness work and to
demonstrate – especially to children – that
having diabetes is not a barrier to great
achievements.
Events on the day included:
• Attending Kettering Science Academy in
Deeble Road and giving a talk to 450
eleven to 13-year-olds at their morning
assembly and attending a PE class for
14-15-year-olds.
• An information stand in KGH’s main
reception from 9.30am-4pm
• An information stand at Kettering’s main
Tesco’s store in Carina Road from 9.30am4pm
• A ward round of patients on KGH’s
children’s ward - Skylark Ward with Mr
Dacal
• An open forum and talks at Kettering
Conference Centre in Thurston Drive,
Kettering from 5pm-7pm
KGH Consultant Diabetologist Dr Mike
Pierides said: “We are delighted to host
and support these important events to raise
awareness of diabetes on World Diabetes Day.”
“I would like to emphasise to all our patients
that despite the challenges that diabetes
presents, it can be managed successfully and
should not stop them from following their
dreams or aspirations to achieve anything.”
“It is inspirational and exciting to meet
representatives from a team of elite athletes
who are successfully managing diabetes and
competing at a professional athletic level.”
“Local people can learn from this approach
– healthy living and a positive mind set will
help in the successful management of diabetes
and better quality of life.”

SPOOKY Halloween sweets and treats
– along with teas and coffee – were
delivered to almost 1,000 KGH staff on
October 31.
It was a “Random Act of Kindness” –
something the hospital has been doing
(randomly) since February 2017 when it took
part in national Random Acts of Kindness
Week.
KGH staff – along with some volunteers
from Hagerty Classic Car Insurance – gave out
the treats in the Staff Zone break area or they
were delivered to wards using
catering trolleys.
The event was put on by
the KGH Charity supported
KGH staff – along with some volunteers
by the Staff Health and Wellfrom Hagerty Classic Car Insurance –
being Group and by Hagerty.
KGH Charity officer
gave out the treats in the Staff Zone
Maxine Andrews said: “It
break area or they were delivered to
Volunteers Chris Frost, Dan Goff and Alec Elston deliver
was a fantastic event and
wards
using
catering
trolleys.”
treats to Fotheringhay Outpatients Healthcare Assistants
once again our Random Acts
Kirsty Panter, Sarah Thomson, and Emma Parker.
of Kindness went down well
with all our staff.
“We delivered teas and coffees and treats to
the hard working teams on the wards with a
bit of a spooky Halloween theme.
“Thanks to Hagerty who sponsored our
treats and to the Staff Health and Wellbeing
Group for their support.”
HR Project Lead Kelly Sargeant said: “In the
Volunteers Alec Elston, Trudy Rollings, Chris Frost,
Staff Zone it was all about treats for staff on
HR Project Lead Kelly Sargeant pictured with Head
Heather Frost, Dan Goff, Maxine Andrews and
Halloween. The gesture was well received and
of Nursing for Medicine Clare Beattie and Matron
Sue Dagley prepare to take their Random Act of
for Medicine Kate Hepton and some toffee apples.
Kindness Halloween Trolleys out to the wards
people had a bit of a giggle.”

Inspirational talk from
cyclist who developed
diabetes aged seven
Professional cyclist Brais Dacal from
Team Novo Nordisk gave an inspirational
talk on his career at the evening event
at Kettering Conference Centre.
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Consultant Diabetologist, Dr Mike Pierides, pictured centre with
cyclist Brais Dacal, surrounded by colleagues from KGH and
Northamptonshire Health NHS Trust at the evening event at
Kettering Conference Centre

Mr Dacal, 25, from Spain, developed type
1 diabetes when he was seven-years-old
but it has not stopped him from competing
internationally at the highest level with team
Novo Nordisk – a team of professional cyclists
who all have diabetes.
He said: “A lot of people told me you won’t
be able to do it. There is a lot of stigma around
diabetes. But you can and I am part of a team
whose mission is to prove – especially to
young people – that this is possible.”
Mr Dacal and diabetes specialists
also visited Skylark Ward at KGH and an
information stand held in the main reception
at KGH.
Team Novo Nordisk is a global all-diabetes
sports team of cyclists, triathletes and runners
sponsored by the global healthcare company
Novo Nordisk.

World Diabetes Day advice
ADVICE on diabetes – and a chance
to experience what some diabetic
patients feel – was on hand at KGH
main reception on World Diabetes Day
November 14.
Podiatrists and diabetes nurse specialists
from Northamptonshire Healthcare NHS Trust
gave out information advice throughout the
day on the management of diabetes.
They also had a device called a “Visualiser”
– a sort of mask which enables you to
understand how a diabetic patient feels when
they have a hypoglycemic attack.

Professional cyclist Brais Dacal
(who has diabetes), in action
with Team Novo Nordisk.

This year’s World Diabetes Day theme was
“Diabetes and the Family” and the team
talked to patients, relatives and staff about
all aspects of diabetes including footcare, the
management of hypoglacemia and its signs,
symptoms and treatment, and many other
aspects of diabetes.

Stroke outpatients boost

The event at Kettering Conference Centre was
well attended

The Diabetes Team outside the Community
Diabetes Centre

KGH’s stroke team have received £2,500
from the Rotary Club of Kettering to help
support improvements to outpatient
clinics.
Consultant Stroke Physician, Dr Khalid Ayes,
received the cheque from Rotary Club President
Ken Dale on September 17.
The money will be used to support staff
training which in turn will support improved
stroke clinics.
Dr Ayes said: “We want to thank the Rotary
Club of Kettering very much indeed for their
kind donation to support stroke care.
“We are currently working on improving
outpatient services for stroke patients at KGH
and this donation will be used to support that
work by supporting some additional training we
are planning.”
Rotary President Ken Dale’s wife Yvonne is
secretary to the stroke team and consultant
physicians. During his year in office he wanted

to support stroke services and Yvonne arranged
a meeting with Dr Ayes on how best to do this
– where the donation to training was agreed.
Over the last year health organisations
across Northamptonshire have worked
together to improve the existing stroke patient
pathway with an increased emphasis on
community support – including additional
community rehabilitation beds at Isebrook
Hospital in Wellingborough.
This has meant that since
September 2018 all patients
who need acute hospital
intervention get their care

initially at Northampton General Hospital
– rated one of the top seven services in the
country.
While this has been the case for a number
of years one change has been that KGH no
longer takes ‘step down’ stroke patients as
inpatients.
However we are continuing and
strengthening follow-on care through our
outpatient and transient ischaemic attack (TIA)
clinics.

Consultant Stroke Physician Dr
Khalid Ayes receives a cheque for
£2,500 from the President of the
Rotary Club of Kettering Ken Dale.
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20 years of panto celebrations – oh, yes it is!
A PANTOMIME put on by KGH staff has
raised more than £40,000 for patient
care over the last 20 years.
And the event – probably one of the last
surviving hospital pantomimes in the NHS
– celebrated its 20th birthday on September
26-28.
After this year’s three shows the cast –
who are called the Trust Timewarpers –were
honoured by the Mayor and Mayoress of
Kettering, Cllr James Burton and his wife
Lorraine.
Cllr James Burton presented the
pantomime’s Director and Choreographer –
Katrina Rufeea AISTD –with a memorial glass
star to mark the fundraising work for patients
done by so many staff
over so many years.
Katrina also
received a KGH
After this year’s three shows the cast
The Mayor of Kettering, Cllr James Burton pictured presenting a
personal recognition
memorial plate to the pantomime’s Director and Choreographer –
were honoured by the Mayor and
award for 20 years
Katrina Rufeea AISTD – to honour the work of the Trust Timewarpers
as director of
Mayoress of Kettering, Cllr James
pantomime group past and present. With KGH Director Nursing Leanne
the Timewarpers
Hackshall (left) and Medical Director Prof Andrew Chilton (right)
Burton and his wife Lorraine.”
on Wednesday’s
performance by Chief
The hard work leading up to
Executive Simon Weldon.
the event
Katrina, who recently retired as an Infection
references to people and roles to give the staff
Control Nurse at KGH, said: “The pantomime
a laugh in a non-political but humorous way.
EACH year’s pantomime actually starts
has certainly grown and developed over the
An opportunity to roast them all. How I kept
in May with rehearsals on a Wednesday
last 20 years and about 40 members of staff
my job I’ll never know.
evening in the social club.
have trod the boards with us.
“It’s now got to the point that the managers
Staff give up their time freely to practice their
“Each year we try to come up with
say that we know we’ve made it when we
song and dance routines and learn their lines outlandish plots related to current practices,
get a mention in the pantomime and what an
many attending after a 12-hour shift.
wards and departments, managers and senior
honour to have become one of the pantomime
After months of rehearsals they then have a
medical staff loosely based around an actual
characters.”
technical run with sound and lights, followed
pantomime theme.
This year’s shows raised £2,434 for patient
by a dress rehearsal in costume and make-up
“We deliberately put in numerous jokes and
care.
and finally the three nightly shows. Everyone
involved in the show both on-stage and
backstage does so voluntarily including front of
house staff, the band, the stage manager and
the sound and lighting technicians.
Director Katrina Rufeea said: “As well as
having a lot of fun our aim has always been to
raise money towards better patient care and
help buy equipment that was much needed.
“There are many, many examples of where
we have bought equipment for wards and
supported many new ventures to improve care
for patients.
“The events are always well attended and
demonstrate the strong community spirit we
have at KGH.
“Of course it hasn’t been without its trials
and tribulations. Over the years we’ve had
a few costume disasters, the sound system
overloading, a few last minute emergencies
th
and forgotten words usually covered by
KGH staff taking part in this year’s 20 anniversary pantomime Zimmerella

“
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hilarious impromptu remarks.
“However our audiences have been wonderful,
laughing out loud, heckling and booing, even
getting up on the stage to join in with us
including senior managers. Overall I think we
provide a fantastic boost for staff and patient
morale.”
KGH’s Director of Nursing and Quality, Leanne
Hackshall, said: “I would like to personally thank
Katrina and the Timewarpers for keeping the
shows going and giving up their own time to
provide a great morale boost and many, many,
laughs.
“They are such an asset to the hospital. We all
look forward to seeing who ‘is in or out’ and our
personalities and roles are interpreted into the
play…even if this makes you squirm in your seat.
“So far I been portrayed as a fairy and an air
hostess, and I still go back for more…brilliant.”

Hold on tight - Zimmerella
was hilarious
THIS year’s pantomime was titled
Zimmerella and based loosely on a
Cinderella theme.
It involved a superb wicked Step Mum Head
of Nursing Jo Dilley (played by Becky Predergast)
with hairy legs and saggy boobies, a put upon
Chief Executive Simon Baron Weldon (played
by Steph Touray) who just wanted to eat his
sandwiches in peace, and a not so magical Fairy
Godmother Fereday (played by Trudy Rollings)
who accidently transformed Cinderella into a
sassy tart from Grease rather than a princess
and a bedpan into an ambulance rather than a
golden coach.
Tina Zimmerella Coe (played by Jenny Wallace)
now has a new Step Mum andtwo ugly sisters
Rie Sharpe and Shelly Bone (played by Matt
Courtman and James Donnelly) - medical and
surgical nursing rivals who insisted their own
departments were the best.
They try to entice their staff to do longer shifts
with less bathroom breaks by self- catheterising
themselves.
The Chief Medical Officer Prince Charming
Chilton (played by Julie Gardiner) is looking for
the girl of his dreams - like Prince Harry and
Megan Markle - and so organises a Ball at the
Park Hotel to find her.
The Prince meets Zimmerella in the Dementia
Garden and they get on and he gives her a ticket
to the Ball – which is later swiped by her Wicked
Step Mum.
Fortunately her Fairy Godmother gathers
Mice James Martin (Jane Almond), Mouse
Bridget Stanforth (Anna Patrick) and Baby
Mouse (Eleanor Patrick), and converts them into

History of the KGH
Panto
• In the early days of the NHS hospital
pantomimes were quite a common
way of celebrating the run-up to the
festive season – but the tradition had
largely died out by the 1970s and
80s.
paramedics in their own ambulance – but they
have to be back by midnight.
Zimmerella is converted too – into a lady
from Grease – but nevertheless charms Prince
Charming and when she goes missing at
midnight the Prince launches a search to see
who will fit the surgical stocking that has been
left behind.
Poor Zimmerella however is locked in the
linen room during the search – but she is
rescued by Alec Buttons Elston (played by Janet
Miles) who is secretly in love with her and we
end with a fairy tale wedding.
Other hilarious action on the night included
Queen Mum Maxine White (played by Helen
Neal) with dementia using a zimmer frame and
wanting to play twister rather than do anything
else.
The Chairman of the Board King Alan Burns
(played by Liam Smith) was constantly down
the pub to get away from the stress and his
wife the Queen (played by Jan Murts).
An over enthusiastic physiotherapist (played
by Katrina Rufeea) wanted everyone to do their
chair exercises and even made the audience
join in.
Andy Dandini Dixon the gastroenterologist
(played by Sharon Rice) tried to give away
free bowel screening to the over 55s without
success.
Previous panto stars also played a part
including Jennie Lovell, Kathy Reeve, Anne
Bradley, Lesley Croft and Eileen Moloney.
And the pain control nurses (played by Kathy
Italiano and Carolyn Palmer) are there to make
sure patients get their pain medication whilst
puncturing holes in the new patient mattresses.
Thanks as ever go to Katrina Rufeea as
Director, Andrew Phillips as Musical Director,
Mike Kilsby on Drums, Bass from Conway
Painting, Sound and Light from Dave Jones
and Flic Kemp, Stage Manager Karen Larmour
and Alan Cockshoot, Props, Anna, Carolyn and
Anne, Costumes, Janet Miles, Prompt Anne
Bradley, Raffle Jane Almond and Programmes
James Donnelly. Also to front of house Pat
Rodgers, Jayne Chambers, Jackie Farrow,
Rosemary Moakes, Peter Moakes and Laverne
Cobb for the use of the hall.
This year’s shows were dedicated to
Timewarpers Colin Iversen RIP and Joan
Carnell RIP.

• In 1998 to celebrate 50 years of
the NHS a group of interested KGH
staff decided to revive the tradition
at the hospital and put on its first
pantomime for many years.
• Rose Patrick, a nursing sister at KGH,
was the person behind the idea and
she quickly recruited Katrina Rufeea
as choreographer and Robin Maxted
as Musical Director along with 15
other members of staff.
• These included Kathy Italiano, Helen
Neal, Joan Carnell, Debra Smith,
Linda Lilley, Dr Owen Davison, Eric
Nixon, Fiona Barber, June Willis, Kay
Fox, Pat Tillin, Rebecca Webster, Kim
Mellon, Lesley Croft and Spencer
• This was supposed to be a one-off
performance but was such a huge
success that the group decided to
continue the following year until
it became a regular annual event
with Katrina taking over the helm as
writer, director and choreographer,
Andrew Phillips as musical director
and Joan Carnell as singing coach.
• The longest serving members have
been Katrina Rufeea, Helen Neal,
Kathy Italiano and Joan Carnell –
who sadly passed away last year.
• Over the years the panto has made
donations to a wide variety of
projects including a new birthing
pool, a children’s sensory room
on Skylark Ward, disposable
blood pressure cuffs for A&E and
the Centenary Wing, sensory
communication equipment for ITU,
ice machines and fans for the wards,
play stations for incapacitated
teenagers, specialised cutlery for
stroke patients, equipment for the
new Cardiac Centre, comfy armchairs
for expectant mums and their
partners and have helped revive the
KGH Recreational Hall with new
flooring, new curtains and a new
stage. They have also supported
Cransley Hospice in its care and
treatment of cancer patients and our
local Air Ambulance.
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Celebrating our Radiography team
EACH year the work of radiographers is
celebrated on World Radiography Day
(November 8).
Over the last year our radiography team has
worked very hard to address image backlog
issues.
To recognise this the occasion was marked
with a celebratory cake and pizza for the
team and they were joined in the celebration
by Simon Weldon, Chief Executive, and Prof
Andrew Chilton, Medical Director.
Tracy Reid, Programme Director for Capital
Projects and Head of Radiology, said she is very
proud of the team.
She said: “As a
team we manage
to look after,
at some point,
just about every
The team have encompassed
L-R Chief Executive Simon Weldon cuts the cake to celebrate pictured with
patient that
enormous change in the last 10 years
Medical Director Prof Andrew Chilton and Head of Radiology, Tracy Reid.
receives care
or so. There has been a move from
at KGH – plus
using darkrooms and films to the
a large number
being looked
digital age with instant access to
after by their GP
images.”
in the community.
“The
hardworking team work shifts to deliver 24/7
Tracy said: “We are lucky to use on a daily
care 365 days of the year.”
basis some of the most expensive items of
The team have encompassed enormous
equipment the Trust ever purchases and in
change in the last 10 years or so. There has
recent years we have been supported to
been a move from using darkrooms and
replace most of our very old equipment.”
films to the digital age with instant access to
Well done to our fantastic team of radiology
The cake to celebrate World Radiography Day
images.
staff, in all of their many roles here at KGH.

“

Did you know?
• The team at KGH complete over
234,000 studies per year
• It is made of 139 staff – including 84
radiographers, 13 consultants and
support staff including nurses, health
care assistants and administration
staff
• They also work out of the Corby
Urgent Care Centre, Isebrook
Hospital and Nene Park
• The team embrace ‘Honorary
team members’ include portering,
domestics and the Picture Archiving
And Communication System (PACS)
team who have been instrumental in
helping to reduce our backlogs
Chief Executive Simon Weldon enjoys pizza with our radiology team
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CARE Smile Awards
HERE are some of the many KGH staff
who have been celebrated in the last
three months through our fantastic CARE
Smile Awards.
The awards recognise individuals and teams
who embody KGH’s values of Compassionate,
Accountable, Respectful and Engaging.

September 2018 Nominations

• Clinical: Danielle Cooper, Dr Ayes, Dr Ram
Varaham, Mr Al-Qassim, Amber Dicks,
Charlotte Barron, Jitha Chandran, Angela
McInnes, Dr Syed Jafri, Leanne Gillies, Sarah
Tye, Geri Arthurs, Umalkheeyr Osman,
Jeannie Shaw-Clarke, Victoria Watts, Sophie
Crichton, Emma Robinson, Sarah Stewart,
Ferne Guest, Dr Simona Bratu, Alex Tandara,
Emma Corby, Victoria Jayne Simpson, Dr
Abdi Naseem, Tracey Sleet, Lisa Coleman
and Martene Johnson. Winner - Tracey
Sleet.
• Non-Clinical: Andrew Emery, Diane
Nairns, Mary McDonald, Jason Gudge,
Aimee Coles, Kirteebye Booluck, Amanda
Irwin, Louise Docherty, Nigel Ridsdel, Judith
Brown and Chris Harris. Winner – Jason
Gudge.
• Teams: Maternity Team, Ashton Ward,
Andrew Emery & Debbie Tovell, Resus
Team, Fotheringhay Cardiac HOT Clinic ,
Emma Ellis, Laura Morgan and Bethany
Andrews (Clifford), Mr Julian Robert O’Neill,
Ruth Elsey and Penny Wynn (Maxillo Facial),
Joanna Snow and Natalie Reynolds (Surgery
Lead Nurses), Tina Brooks and Donna
Page (Endoscopy), ATO Team (Cardiac
Investigations), The Recruitment Team and
Kettering Community Midwives. Winner –
Clifford Ward.
• KGH Hero – Sophie Crichton.

October 2018 Nominations

• Clinical: Laura Dunn, Sam Gray, Kristy
Kingsnorth, Mr Shyamsundar, Jeffrey Valle,
Polly Leigh, Emmanual Abeka (KB), Binoy
Chakkappan, Dr Javed Ehtisham, Marta
Fibich, Paula Graves, Dr Biraj Karmakar,
Vasco Rodrigues, Tracey Sleet, Patricia
Swain, Marcrie Tanangonan, Karen Tumbar,
Barbara Davies, Sam Gray, Hilary Smith,
Sarah Tye and Ken Yarfoh. Winner - Polly
Leigh.

Here are some of the CARE Smile Award winners
who had their presentations over the last few
months

• Non-Clinical: Charles Joseph, Karen
Barbaccia, Erika Neale and Theresa
Portman. Winner – Charles Joseph.
• Teams: Surgical Day Case Team, Clinical
Operations Team and Skylark Ward.
Winner - Capacity Team.

November 2018 Nominations

• Clinical: Ila Wrightson, Sharon Horne,
Michelle Dobson-Brown, Ambily
Kamattathil Sreenivasan, Emma Stocks, Dr
Ajmal Raoof, Mr Srinivasan, Sophie Stokes,
Kris Nichol, Poppy Rayner, Dr Andrew Steel,
Phebe Philip, Susan Patrick, Stacie Brierley,
Divya Vijayan, Chloe Wilson and Melanie
Martin. Winner - Stacie Brierley.
• Non-Clinical: Tayla Thorley, Simon Turner,
Margaret Theaker, Jayne Chambers, Clare
Constant and Russell Green. Winner –
Margaret Theaker.
• Teams: Dermatology Administration Team,
Portering Team (Simon Guess, Russell
Rhodes & Ian Ford), Theatre Team, Library
Team, Practice Development Hub Nurses,
Endoscopy Suite, Portering Team (Alec
Elston, Russell Rhodes, Simon Guess),
Harrowden A Ward, Estates Team (Chris
Harris, Dario Long & Mick Northern),
Respiratory Administration Team, Bedwatch
Team and Housekeeping - Sector Based
Academy Project. Winner - Theatre
Team.

Some of the reasons why they were
nominated
•

“I am hugely grateful to Charles, not just
for helping me regarding parking also for
the support given by his warm and caring

manner. Charles is a credit to KGH, proof
that it’s not just the frontline and ordinarily
visible staff who can make a tangible
difference to the lives of the patients at
KGH.”
• “Aimee took it upon herself to start up a
collection for the Raunds Food Bank. The
Outpatient department is proud to have
Aimee represent them in taking the CARE
values out into the community.”
• “Polly exhibited the level of nursing
expertise, care, knowledge, kindness,
compassion and interest that went, in
my opinion, way beyond that we have
experienced.”
• “Sophie stopped on her way to work to
help an unconscious man on the floor,
she stayed with the patient until the
ambulance arrived. Sophie met with the
patient later who thanked her for helping
him. ”

Nominate someone for a CARE
Smile Award
COLLEAGUES, patients or visitors, can
all nominate KGH staff for a CARE Smile
Award.
The awards celebrate the achievements
of staff who go the extra mile in some way
in their job. It could be someone who cares
directly for patients, or who assists colleagues
through a non-clinical role. We also have the
team awards for where you want to thank a
group of people.
The public can nominate people through
forms on the wards, by sending in letters to
the manager of the area that they were cared
for in or by visiting our website and searching
for CARE Smile Award in the Us Your Feedback
section of the our website. Staff can nominate
through the form available on our internal
intranet, KNET.
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KGH employee gets award for helping people
into work
The Head of Employment Relations for
KGH has received a ‘Working Towards
the Bigger Picture’ award from Kettering
Jobcentre.
Andrew Stewart, who works in the HR
Department, was presented with the accolade
for the way he has worked with the Jobcentre,
supporting local unemployed people by getting
them into work.
He was nominated by Jobcentre Workshop
Leaders, Adriano Cicceri and Sue Palmer.
Sue said: “We run a Jobcentre programme
L-R, Job Centre Workshop Leaders Adriano Cicceri and Sue Palmer present the certificate to KGH Head
called a Sector Based Work Academy (SWBA)
which involves teaming up with local employers of Employment Relations Andrew Stewart – also pictured Recruitment Team Leader Andrew Guy,
and training providers, helping local unemployed Housekeeper, , Darcie Cahill, Employment Adviser, Andrea Pickering, and Housekeeper, Adrian Brown.
people find employment.
“With KGH, we were looking for people who
Two of the successful
housekeeper in the Endoscopy Unit.
wanted to become housekeepers.
Adrian said: “By going through this
“Twelve people started their work experience candidates say how it
programme I was able to convince KGH that I
at the hospital and five were offered jobs as
helped
was able to do the job after recovering from a
housekeepers at the end of the programme.
stroke five years ago.
“We’ve presented the award to Andrew
Adrian Brown and Darcie Cahill were
“I thought the programme was very
because of the way he enthusiastically worked
two of the five people who got jobs as
helpful and encouraging and a great piece of
with us in developing the SWBA and because he healthcare assistants at KGH through
partnership working between the Jobcentre
also attended workshops and coaching sessions the scheme.
and KGH.”
for more than a year, advising our customers on
Adrian and Darcie joined the KGH team on
Darcie said: “I was trying to get into
how to get jobs in the NHS.
October 1 after spending two weeks on the
employment for about a year after school and
“The award recognises this personal
Sector Based Work Academy programme.
hadn’t had any luck.
contribution - and also marks the ongoing work
Adrian is now a housekeeper on the
“They told me about this opportunity at the
to build on our partnership with KGH.”
Middleton Assessment Unit and Darcie is a
Jobcentre and then I did the two weeks of
work experience, had my interview at the end,
and now I am in work.
“I think people should give these sorts of
schemes a chance as it can really give you a
The stand had a huge amount of printed
FROM October 22-26 Macmillan Cancer
good start on the employment ladder.”
information on a wide range of cancer related
Support worked with us to set up an
subjects including signs and symptoms;
information stand for families affected
Andrew pleased
information about specific cancers, side effects
by cancer.
of treatment, and emotional and financial
The stand was in the Foundation Wing
partnership work is a
support available for families affected by
atrium to the right of main reception and was
success
cancer.
manned by Macmillan and KGH staff from
9am-5pm from Monday to Friday.
KGH Head of Employment Relations
Macmillan information support officers Caz
Andrew Stewart said he was delighted
Lewis and Danielle Mellows supported by
this kind of partnership work was
clinical nurse specialists from KGH were on
helping local people.
hand to provide advice and support on a wide
He said: “It was about getting people
range of issues for all kinds of cancers.
like Adrian and Darcie into employment by
Macmillan Head of Nursing for Cancer
enabling them to do some work experience
and Outpatients at KGH, Ruth Giles, said:
and prove themselves.
“We believe there is a need for a permanent
“We work closely with the Jobcentre
information support centre for families
to support and guide them through the
affected by cancer here at KGH.
recruitment process.
Macmillan Head of Nursing for Cancer and
“Previous experience of hosting the pop-up
“They learn how to make the most of
Outpatients, Ruth Giles, with Macmillan mobile
centre here shows this sort of stand supported
things like formal interviews and form filling
information support staff Caz Lewis and Danielle
about 70 patients and their families per day
Mellows and Macmillan Matron and Lead Nurse
so that they can really give of their best.”
for Chemotherapy Emma Mills.
with advice, guidance and information.”

Information support for families affected by cancer
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KGH staff
fighting flu
THE seasonal flu vaccination
programme is in full swing at KGH.
It started in October and will run until the
end of the winter.
All staff are offered the vaccination, with
the aim that at least 75% will take the
opportunity of having it.
We are encouraging our teams to get
vaccinated to protect themselves, their family
and friends, and our patients, from the
potentially life-threatening virus.
Staff are rising to the flu jab challenge,
including new for this year, the 20 strong
group of peer vaccinators.
The vaccinators are a group of staff who are
passionate about reducing the spread of flu,
based throughout the hospital providing flu
jabs for their team mates.
Occupational Health Nurse Manager, Jackie
Farrow, said: “Working in a hospital, we have
a higher risk of catching flu and I believe a
greater responsibility to protect our patients
and each other from the virus.
“Please remember that flu can very
debilitating and prove much more severe for
many of those we care for and, in some cases,
even deadly.
“We know that when at least four in five of
us are vaccinated, herd immunity helps to stop
the disease spreading, protecting those who
cannot have the flu jab.
“Thank you to all the staff who have
already had their vaccination, you are
protecting yourself from flu, as well as
patients and the people you love outside of
work.”

We are flu fighters, are you?
Well done to the many teams who
have already reached over 75% for flu
vaccinations in their area.
Some teams, including Lilford Ward and
ICU, have set a good example early on in this
year’s flu campaign reaching a high level of
vaccinations very quickly.
They have really shown their commitment
to providing high quality, compassionate
care and we know many more teams will be
joining them soon.
If you are a staff member at KGH and you
would like a flu vaccination please check the
staff intranet for how to get yours. Let us
know if you have had your flu jab elsewhere
e.g. GP, Pharmacy by sending an email to
occupational.health@kgh.nhs.uk

Staff on Lilford Ward have one of the best vaccination rates in the Trust.

New wet rooms for
Twywell and Lamport
Wards

Peer vaccinator and Clinical Learning Manager,
Liz Power, gives Ophthalmology Consultant
Venkatadri Sampat his flu vaccination.

Flu in 60 seconds
Flu is a highly contagious disease;
symptoms can include high fever,
cough, fatigue, chills, sweating,
vomiting, and dizziness.
Certain people are more likely to develop
potentially serious complications of flu,
such as bronchitis and pneumonia.
The flu vaccine is the most effective way
of preventing seasonal flu and passing it on
to family and friends. The vaccine contains
inactivated or ‘dead’ flu virus so there is no
way it can give you the flu.
The flu vaccine is offered free of charge on
the NHS to:
• NHS staff
• People aged 65 years old or over
• Women who are pregnant
• People who have certain medical
conditions
• People living in a long-stay care facility
• Main carers for an elderly or disabled
person whose welfare may be at risk if
you fall ill
If you are a staff member at KGH and you
would like a flu vaccination please check
the staff intranet for how to get yours.

In November the toilets and bathrooms
in Lamport and Twywell Wards were
refurbished.
Ward Sister for Twywell and Lamport Wards,
Alice Chalmers, said: “This is an occasion for
celebration.
“Previously the bathrooms contained a
single toilet, sink and a bath. They have now
been completely refurbished, with new toilets
and a seated shower.
“This helps our teams to continue to
provide great patient care, as well as improving
the dignity of our patients.”
The addition of a seated shower means
patients can wash themselves. If patients need
help with personal hygiene, it’s easier for staff
to give assistance.
Alice and the team would like to thank
everyone involved in the refurbishment of the
new facilities.

L-R) Diane Postle (Deputy
Director of Nursing), Alice
Chalmers (Ward Sister),
Jillian Turns (Matron), Clare
Beattie (Head of Nursing
The seated shower in
and Siobhan Shuler
(Matron) at the opening of the refurbished shower
room
the wet rooms.
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Falls work during awareness week
PRACTICE development nurses held a
special display in KGH’s main reception
during national Falls Awareness Week
(September 24-28).
They spoke to patients, visitors and staff
about the importance of falls prevention and
what measures can be taken to reduce the risk.
There were two stands – one aimed
at patients and visitors highlighting falls
awareness - and one aimed at staff with
regarding falls prevention on our wards.
Lead Nurse for Practice Development, Rie
Sharpe, said: “On the patients and visitors
stand we had information on falls prevention
– things patients, or their relatives, can do to
help reduce the risk of falls.
“We discussed things such as using the right
kind of sturdy slippers with a rubber sole and
of using walking aids where they are needed.
“We talked about patients using the call
bell and having help, for example when going
to the toilet, doing exercises in the chair and
getting up slowly, stopping if you feel dizzy,
and being aware of any obstacles that could
unbalance you if you bumped into them.”

Staff also had some advice
Staff also had a chance to refresh
themselves on the many ways in which
we try to reduce the risk of falls.
Lead Nurse for Practice Development, Rie
Sharpe, said: “For staff we talked about our
Falls Standards contained in the Falls Care
Bundle Folder on the wards and about risk
assessments and care plans being completed

L-R Lead Nurse for Practice Development
Rie Sharpe, Practice Development Sisters
Agostino D’Agostino and Jessica Barnes
at the Falls Awareness Week stand.
One of the Falls wrist bands

for every patient on admission.
“Other areas included the importance of
taking lying and standing blood pressure
readings for all patients over 65 and those
under, who for example feel dizzy to identify
a sudden drop in blood pressure when they
stand causing a patient to fall.
“Also how we can cohort patients with a
higher risk of falls together so that they can
receive the right amount of attention and
sometimes the need to have a member of staff

Lamport and Twywell win Nutrition Star Awards
LAMPORT and Twywell Wards have won
Nutrition Star Awards because of the
way they have improved protected meal
times for patients.
Protected meal times are where staff make
special efforts to put other work aside at
mealtimes to ensure all of the patients on the
ward get the attention and support they need
in a timely way.
The more staff are involved and enthusiastic
about supporting protected meal times the
better the care for patients.
Nutrition Nurse Trish Williams has worked
with the two wards to emphasise the
importance of meals times and working with
the wards to further develop team working in
this area.
Also to encourage relatives to attend at meal
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times and help support their loved ones with
their meals.
She said: “Protected meal times are
important for patients. It means – except in
urgent cases – that staff concentrate all of
their time in a 30 minute period to ensure
patients get the very best out of their food and
drink to help with their recovery.
“Both wards have put a lot of effort into
improving the way they deliver protected meal
times and it has really paid off.”
The two wards had their Nutrition Star
Awards presented by Trish Williams on
September 3.
Lamport and Twywell Sister Amanda O’Neill
said: “It is great to be recognised for our
improved teamwork around the important task
of ensuring our patients get the right nutrition

permanently in sight of a patient.
“We are also rolling out a new programme
where patients identified as having a falls risk
are given a yellow wrist band to prompt the
right actions when they move on to a ward.”
A Falls quiz was also held all wards were
questioned with the five same questions
relating to ‘Falls’. Congratulations to MAU for
winning the tie breaker and getting 100%
correct. Many thanks to all staff and wards for
being engaged and taking up the challenge

to support their recovery. I want to thank all
of the team for the emphasis they have given
to protected meal times.”
As a further award the Trust’s Bank Partners
also donated chocolates to the two wards for
their efforts.

L-R James Martin, Assistant Practitioner, Debbie
Taylor, Dietetic Assistant, Daniela Mihalcea,
Healthcare Assistant, Kyah Oram, Healthcare
Assistant, Sister Amanda O’Neill and Nutrition
Nurse Specialist Trish Williams

In Memoriam Boli Gappi
On September 13th, 2018, Staff Nurse
Bolivar (Boli) Gappi suddenly passed
away at home, leaving behind his wife
Julie and sons Kevin and Kyle.
In his personal life Boli was a dedicated
family man and enjoyed spending time
travelling with his family in the UK and
in Europe; and there are many family
photographs of Boli, Julie, Kevin and Kyle
together in countries such as France and the
Netherlands, as well as many places within the
UK.
Boli was part of the wider Filipino
community within Kettering and enjoyed many
a social gathering with his friends and their
children, including his godchildren.
Boli enjoyed music, with his favourite music
being the theme to the Godfather, and the
occasional Gangnam style dance.
In his professional life Boli was a registered
nurse in the Philippines and travelled to Kuwait
to expand his experience.
He came to the UK in 2003 with a group
of colleagues and completed the Adaption
Course on Ashton Ward to meet the NMC

requirements for qualification.
His first substantive post was on AM Lee
(Head and Neck) as a Staff Nurse before
moving to SAU in 2009, which moved and
amalgamated with Deene A in 2012 to
become DASU.
Anyone meeting Boli for the first time would
have the impression of a quiet, reserved man
who took everything in his stride, saying very
little but listening to everything, offering oneliners to everyone’s amusement.
Boli was a hard-working team member, he
was very experienced in his senior staff nurse
role and many junior doctors relied on his
help with acutely unwell patients, but this was
usually after Boli had already done everything
that was needed, and the doctor only needed
to review.
Boli shared his experience with colleagues,
new staff members and nursing students; he
was very patient in nature and would allow
the time that was needed to ensure full
understanding of what he was teaching.
He always spoke kindly to people in his
quiet manner, and always had a smile on

his face.
The loss of Boli has shocked many staff at
KGH, including many of the bank and agency
staff who encountered him, as well as patients
who have returned to DASU since his passing
and have asked after him.
There are many words that can describe the
kind of man he was, the most frequently used
have been respectful, reliable, conscientious,
and honourable. Boli was a gentleman with
a positive disposition, who saw the good in
everyone.

Colin Iversen – Improve care ensure best
practice
The Trust is remembering Colin Iversen,
who tragically passed away suddenly on
the 14th July last year.
Colin joined the Trust in 2003 as a Lead
Tissue Viability Nurse. He was devoted to his
role and during his time at KGH developed
policy and wound care formulary to improve
the treatment provided to patients with
wounds.
Colin was a passionate educator and many
new starters at KGH first met him during one
of introductory teaching sessions.
His mission was to improve care and ensure
best practice was followed and this had a
hugely positive impact on many staff members
and patients alike.
More recently, Colin undertook a
secondment with the Department of Health,
leading projects to determine the quality of
wound dressings.
As a result he would often be seen with a
patchwork of dressings adhered to him, such
was his dedication to the job of finding the
best products for patients.
In his younger years Colin initially joined
the Navy training in mechanical and marine

engineering before commencing his nurse
training in 1998.
He had a no – nonsense way of working and
a determination to ensure things were done
in the correct way which earned him a lot of
respect from his friends, family, colleagues and
patients alike.
Some of you may be familiar with Colin
from his time with the Timewarpers our Trust
Pantomime Group, he took great pleasure
in performing in shows including “Pinocchio

meets the Little Mermaid, Shriek (2012) and
Beauty and the Beast of Glebe House (2014)
among others.
It was recently announced the Timewarpers
have raised over £40,000 for patient care as
they celebrated their 20th Birthday this year.
During his time off Colin enjoyed visiting
Thailand regularly and made many happy
memories and friends there. He was also an
avid cook with a penchant for spice and a
gift for creating amazing dishes by utilising
whatever food happened to be available at the
time.
Colin’s family, friends, colleagues and
patients have lost a truly exceptional individual
with a passion for nursing and dedication to
improving practice.
His approach to work and life meant he had
a huge impact on those who were fortunate to
know him.
Colin’s family would like to thank everyone
who attended his funeral and donated to the
Wound Care Alliance, we hope they can use
donations to continue their work to improve
wound care and educate workers in best
practice.
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Fond farewell to Mr Al-Sudani consultant urological
surgeon
KGH Consultant Urological Surgeon Mr
Mohammed Al-Sudani has retired after
serving the NHS for 38 years.
And on August 7 his many friends and
colleagues held a farewell garden party for him
outside of Warren Hill House.
Mr Al-Sudani has worked at KGH for 17
years but in the NHS for much longer.
He qualified as a doctor in 1975 in
Baghdad, Iraq, where he also trained in general
surgery and urology.
In 1980 he moved to the UK and worked
as surgical registrar in a number of hospitals
in Epping, Chelmsford, Stevenage and finally
as a Senior Registrar in West Midlands Special
Training Program in Urology.
He became a consultant urologist at Royal
London and Barts Hospital from 1998-2001
before joining KGH in January 2002.
He said: “When I joined KGH we had a very
small urology unit with two consultants and
limited supporting staff.
“Over the years we have built that up to
a unit of five consultants, Urology Specialist
Registrar, four Middle Grade doctors, four
Clinical Nurse Specialists and two Nurse
Practitioners.
“We provide a very wide range of open and
laparoscopic surgery and only need to refer a
few specialist cases elsewhere.
“We have very much moved with the
times introducing green light laser surgery
and template prostate biopsies beside the

Dear Members
Happy New Year to all our Kettering General Hospital members! I’m hoping that you had a happy Christmas and were able to enjoy
some time with family and friends in good health.
At present we are not able to run a series of health events for our members due to staffing changes but I’m hopeful that in the spring
time we will be able to commence our popular series of health lectures and engagement sessions.
I’m pleased that a number of you were able to attend the Dragons’ Den event (see page 20-21) which was well received and enjoyed by
many people from across our communities.
Mr Al-Sudani with his colleagues at his retirement garden party outside of Warren Hill House

laparoscopic nephrectomy.
“Over the years we have worked very
closely with GPs to develop referral pathways
for treatment and follow-ups of prostate
cancer.
“We have pioneered the first LUTS Clinic
in the UK to be held in primary care as a
collaboration with local GPs. We have been the
first to implement a specialist Oncology Clinic
as well.
“As a hospital we have also been actively
involved in training doctors – In addition to
the Specialist Registrar training post, part of
East Midlands rotation, four of our middle
grade doctors have gone on to be consultant
urologists in the UK.
During his time at KGH Mr Al-Sudani was

June retires after 39 years of supporting the seriously ill
INTENSIVE Care Unit Senior Sister June
Thomas has retired after 39 years of
service to KGH.
She has helped support many thousands of
local people – both patients and their families
- through some of the most difficult periods in
their lives.
June started her career in 1974 at KGH as a
student nurse and then became staff nurse in
ICU in 1977.
She left the hospital in 1980 to bring up
her two daughters, Dawn and Claire, before
returning to the NHS in 1984 working at St
Mary’s Hospital’s long-stay geriatric unit (then
a part of our hospital).
In 1986 she returned to ICU as a staff nurse
and then later as a Sister, Ward Manager,
Matron, Lead Nurse and Senior Sister in charge
of the unit.
She said: “One of my proudest memories
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is the way we worked together as a team to
design the new and massively expanded (from
seven beds to 16 beds) Intensive Care Unit in
the Foundation Wing which opened in April
2013.
“That was a big step forward for us and it
provided us with a much better environment
for looking after both patients – and their
families – and for our own staff.
“There is a lot more space and equipment
and also rooms where we can do the sort of
dedicated and specialised training that ICU
staff need.”
Staffing in the unit has grown from about
20 when she started to 75 now and the unit
provides around the clock care for seriously ill
patients.
June said she will be very sorry to leave.
She said: “We are one big happy family. We
all work together and new staff shadow the

Chairman of our Medical Advisory Committee
from 2013-17, established the Clinical Audit
Committee, and played his part in several other
management and research committees.
He said: “I would like to say to our team
always remember to have frank, friendly
and professional relationships with your
colleagues in the hospital and to be respectful,
sympathetic and kind to your patients. Also to
support junior colleagues and ensure they get
the most from their training.”
Mr Al-Sudani lives in Kettering and is
married to Karen. He has a son Alexander, 25,
who is a pharmacist, a son Laurence, 21, who
is studying environmental science at Brighton
University and a son Oliver, 12, who is still at
school.
more experienced ones to learn how to speak to
patients and their families at what can be a very
distressing time.
“It’s about developing a mixture of kindness,
experience, expertise and professionalism.
“I will miss all my very dear colleagues and I
wish them all of the best in the future.”
June has been married to David, a retired civil
servant, since 1976 and they live in Corby.
She plans to enjoy holidays in her retirement,
do some gardening, and to spend time with her
two grandchildren.

Friends and colleagues say a fond farewell to
Intensive Care Unit Senior Sister June Thomas
who has retired after 39 years of service

As always if you would like a question answered or would like more information on any of our
services, or wish to participate in any engagement groups, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Wishing you all a very happy New Year!
Kind regards

Donna Burnett
Acting Committee Secretary / Corporate
Governance & Membership Manager
01536 492169
Email: donna.burnett@kgh.nhs.uk

Lizzie says a fond farewell
to KGH

KGH Chairman Alan Burns
also now chairs NGH
Kettering General Hospital’s
Chairman Alan Burns
has also been appointed
Chairman of Northampton
General Hospital by NHS
Improvement.
He started his new dual role
on December 20 replacing Paul
Farenden, who stepped down
from his role on December 18.
Mr Burns said: “I am looking
forward to the challenge of supporting the two acute hospitals in
Northamptonshire to deliver outstanding acute sector services that
meet the needs of our local population and have the support of our
patients and partners in the Health and Social Care system.
“I am keen to emphasise that my focus will be on improving
services and partnership working across the two hospitals, this is
not about merger or acquisition but about creating high quality
services where staff are proud to work and where patients can
expect the highest of standards.”

KGH Non-Executive Director
Lizzie Hanna has said a fond
farewell to her Trust Board
colleagues after reaching the
end of her three year term of
office.
Lizzie, from Market Harborough,
attended her last Trust Board
meeting on November 30.
She has served the Trust since September 2015 and is leaving to
become Finance Director of London North Eastern Railway (LNER).
She said: “It is with a heavy heart that I am leaving KGH. The hospital
has saved my life twice during childbirth and the life of my son.
“There were some issues though at that time and that was one of my
reasons for wanting to become a Non-Executive Director – to improve
health services for local people.
“It is an incredibly challenging role, but I’ve absolutely loved it. I am
passionate about the care provided at KGH and the fabulous teams that
provide it.
“Their resilience to the challenges of the health sector and their ability
to be innovative and resourceful is brilliant.
“My favourite day of the year is attending the annual Staff Excellence
Awards (see page 15-19).
“They recognise the efforts of staff across the organisation to provide
the best possible care for the local community.
“I would wholeheartedly recommend becoming a Non-Executive
Director – and I am very sad to be leaving KGH.”
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Scan your mobile phone here to
go to our Membership website

Join us

As a Foundation Trust it is important for us to have as
many Members as possible. That way we will better
reflect the needs of local people, our patients and staff.
Membership costs nothing and you can be involved
as much or as little as you want.
To become a member you must:
• Be 16 or over.
• Live in one of the areas we serve (for clarification
please call Donna Burnett on 01536 492169)

Words save lives – make your wishes about
organ donation known to your family
During national Organ Donation Week
(September 3-9) KGH appealed to local
people to talk more about their wishes
in the event of their own unexpected
death.
During the week KGH held an awareness
stand in main reception to encourage people
to think about the issue and act on it and
make sure their wishes about organ donation
are clear to their families.
Nationally figures show around 3,000
lifesaving transplants were missed in the last
year because families said no to donation of
their relative’s organs.
At the same time 80% of people support
donation – but only 33% have told their family
they want to donate.
Specialist Nurse for Organ Donation at
Kettering General Hospital, Angela Waterhouse,
said: “Despite record levels of organ donation,
family refusals are still the biggest barrier to
organ donation.
“In circumstances where a family does not
know their loved ones wishes, they are far
more likely to refuse to give their consent to
organ donation.
“That why we are emphasising the Organ
Donation Week message - Words Save Lives!
“We want everyone to talk to family and
friends about their thoughts and feelings about
organ donation. Many people don’t realise that
family support is needed for organ donation to
go ahead
“If you support organ donation and have
not already signed up to the national register
you can do this easily with a phone call to
0300 123 23 23 or by going online at www.
organdonation.nhs.uk
“The more people talk about organ donation
with their families, the better.”
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How a conversation has
helped save lives
LOCAL mum Nicola Lee from Kettering
supported this year’s Organ Donation
Week message by pointing out how her
daughter’s conversations on the subject
made it clear to her family what her
wishes were.
Miriam Lee, was only 17, and a student at
Brooke Weston College, when she died of a
sudden and totally unexpected cardiac arrest
in 2016.
Her parents, Nicola and David, said Miriam
had made it clear to them what her wishes
were.
Nicola said: “Miriam, our much loved
daughter, was a healthy, intelligent and
friendly 17-year-old.
“We were devastated when she suffered an
unexplained cardiac arrest.
“Miriam had a kind, caring and loving
nature, which we have learnt so much more
about since her death.
“She was a strong believer in blood and
organ donation and letting others know of her
wishes.
“She made this very
clear to us and we
had no hesitation in
offering her organs,
bones and soft tissue
for transplantation.
“Miriam’s attitude
was that if you would
Miriam Lee
be prepared to accept
an organ, you should be prepared to donate.
“We are immensely proud that she had that
conversation with us so we did not have a
decision to make. It is comforting to know that

Specialist Nurse for Organ Donation, George
Thudiyl Joseph, PALS officer, Charlotte
Waterhouse, Specialist Nurse for Organ Donation,
Angela Waterhouse, GP registrar, Dr Irtza Ali,
Acute Kidney Injury Nurse Jeannie Kessell, Dr Irtza
Ali, and Learning Disability Project Worker Chris
Abrams at the Organ Donation Week stand in
KGH main reception on September 3

numerous peoples’ lives have been saved or
improved because of her gifts.
“Although the organ donor register seems
such a simple idea, knowing what Miriam
wanted when the time came, not only removed
the added stress of making an important
decision but it has had profound resonance in
our family and friends.”

Organ Donor Register
The NHS Organ Donor Register is a
confidential list of people who want to
donate their organs and/or tissue when
they die.
Joining the register makes it easier for
everyone to know your wishes and follow them.
When you register, tell your family and friends
about your decision.
Even if your name is on the register, when you
die, the NHS will ask your family or friends to
confirm that you had not changed your mind.
When you register NHS Blood and Transplant
will send you a donor card.
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